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THE JEFFERSON MEDICAL COLLEGE
ALUMNI BULLETIN
VOL. III J UN E, 1946 No.8
J EFFERSON 1941-1946
AcrIVITIES OF THE DEPARTM ENTS
Many changes have occurred at 1efferson during th e past five years, incident
to the war and certain curricular adjustments, w hich were advisable for the
continuance of l efferson's prestige in the field of medicine. R esults speak for
themselves. D efinite advances, made under th e great handicaps of an expedited
curriculum and reduced personn el in the departments; promises well for 1effer-
son's future growth and should be a source of great prid e to her A lumni. The
accomplishments of the past five years clearly indicate the perf ect accord in w hich
the entire staff worked to bring into reality th e constr uctive vision of the Dean
and the Board of Trustees.
I n the following pages we hav e attempted to bring befor e you a resum e of the
activities and chang es of the various departments which we we re unable f or various
reasons to present in the Bulletin during th e war years.
ADOLPH A. W AL KLING, M.D .
Editor.
RESEARCH AT JEFFERSON
The evidences portrayed in these pages bear witness to the fact th at J efferson
has entered the Research field with an effective array of workers and equipment.
We have accepted the fact that second onl y to the fulfillment of our primary
function of educating students for the practi ce of medicine, comes ou r responsi-
bility for the advancement of human knowledge.
This has come about through the natural process of evoluti on in our thinking
and attitudes toward research. We know that th e spiri t of curiosity inhere nt in
all teachers and workers in institutions such as this must have an outlet ; this can
only be provided by building up a matrix of support and cooperation under and
on which this spirit can grow and function.
This is the proper method in a medical school. We are not a science insti tute
or research institute devoted to the pu rsuit of specific problems wi th specific
aims in mind.
We are an organization of parts, each one of whi ch is engaged in th e study
of some one or more aspects of human biology; we are concerned w ith the hum an
organism and its total growth and function , normal and otherwise, under its
inherited directing influences in a friendly or a hostile environment.
As such , our research must grow as it will, without formal, organized, over-
all direction other than that each project be protected by the approval of our
Research and Research Funds Committee that has passed upon its general ac-
ceptability, safety and an assured financial support.
The most important trend in research here has been in the growth of inter-
departmental participation in problems of mutual interest. This has been st imu-
lated greatly by the bi-weekly Inter-Departmental Seminar. I take this opportunity
to publicize these meetings still more, and to urge every member to attend and
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participate as often as he can; it is one of our few occasions when we can meet
together and peck each other's brains.
Our sta ff has grown to include ma ny workers with specific skills and knowl-
edgc in their part icular fields. As such, their knowledge and experience should
be avai lable to all. A ll encouragement will be given to the utilization of these
workers by those in departments other than the one in which the specialists ar e
primarily engaged. T he same might be said for the use of highly specialized
apparatus and equi pment tha t cannot we ll be duplicated.
Too muc h disti nction has been made between basic, fundamental , so-called
pure research, ap plied research and clin ical investigation. This distinction does
110 one any good for th e simp le reason that it is assumed that the workers in
each shall work on the sing le necessity that they employ the scientific method.
Purposes an d aims are too divergent to be of use in defining a research program
-let us not allow class consciousness to label anyone "pure"; others "applied"
or sti ll worse, "clinica l" research workers or investigators.
With all the financial help we can reasonably afford; with assistance through
gifts and grants -in-aid attracted to us from others; and the will to do and to
cooperate, J efferson 's future in medical research will be second to none.
~
DEPART~'I ENT OF ANATOMY
T he Department of Anatomy, Histology and Embryology, under the able
supervision of Dr. J. ' Parsons Schaeffer, M.D., Ph.D., S. C. D., Professor of Anat-
omy and Director of the Daniel Baugh Institute has been expanded considerably.
In addition, there are thirteen part-time teachers, comprising membe rs of
the departments of Surgery, Neurology and Radiology.
In addition to the routine inst ruct ion of undergraduate students, as outlined
in the curriculum, units of physicians in the United States Na vy came to the
Institute of Anatomy regularly for inst ruct ion in applied and surgical -anatomy.
Dr. Bennett, especially, devoted much of his time to this important work with
the Navy unit. Dr. Schaeffer, too, has been active in extra-curricula r matters
that have an important bearing 'upon medical education. As Chairman of the
Committee on Defense of Medical Research of the M edical Society of the Sta te
of Pennsylvania, he expended a great dea l of time and effort during the sessions
of the Pennsylvania legislature in opposition to an objectionable antiv ivisection
bill, introduced as a House bill and also to three House bills and one Senate
bill which wou ld have seriously and adversely affected the present An atomical Law
of Pennsylvania. The 'antivi visection bill was defeated and the Pennsylvania State
Anatomical Law remained an equitable and effective instrument in the furtherance
of medical education and research. As Secretary of the Anatomical Board of the
State of Pen nsylvania, Dr. Schaeffer also gave much time to the matter of effect-
ing better relationships between the funeral directors of the State, the county
coroners, the county commissioners, and the many hospitals and coun ty homes with
reference to th e distribution of unclaimed dead human bodies for scientific use.
During the past year, Dr. Schaeffer has been engaged in a revision (second
edition) of "The Head and Neck in Roentgen Diagnosis" , and on the 11th editi on
of Morris' A natomy, of which he is Editor-in-Chief. One of the most recent of
the many honors that have come to him during his distinguished career has been
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his election (194_6) to the presidency of the College of Physicians of Philadelphia,
evidence of the high regard and esteem in which he is held by the medical pro-
fession of Philadelphia.
For several years, Dr. Michels has been investigating variations in the blood
supply of the liver, gallbladder, stomach, duodenum and pancreas in human
subjects. The results of his studies have been reported in a number of papers and ,
when completed, will be published in monograph form.
Dr. Ramsay is engaged in a structural and functional study of the special
vascular and lymphatic apparatus of the Fallopian tube. In conjunction wi th Dr.
Thomas (Physiology), he is investigating the innervation of the pancreas in labora-
tory animals. Drs. Bennett and Hutchinson published the results of experimental
studies of movements of the tongue of the dog, and Dr. Bates is investigating the
early development of the tongue musculature of the cat and man.
Dr. Angel published several reports of his anthropological studies in Poland
and Greece. He is also collaborating with members of various clinical departments
in studies of the relation of constitution to disease. The following problems are
being investigated: Obesity, with Drs. Paschkis (Medicine), Matthews and
Schopbach (Psychiatry) ; Varicose veins , with Dr. Wagner (Su rgery) ; A, Band
o blood group determinations, with Dr. Ed (Medicine-Hematology) ; Arthritis,
with Dr. Swenson (Radiology).
The active cooperation of members of the Department of Anatomy with
various clinical departments in research and teaching programs reAects a general
trend throughout the institution. It not only maintains the interest of clinicians
in fundamental fields but improves enormously the education of students at both
undergraduate and graduate levels.
DEPARTMENT OF PHYSIOLOGY
J. E. Thomas, !vI.S., M.D., is Professor and Head of the Department of
Physiology.
The appointment of Dr. W. J. Snape, a graduate of Jefferson , Class of 1940,
to the position of Associate in Physiology reflects the growing interest of our
students in the preclinical sciences, either as a career or as a secure basis for de-
velopment in a clinical field.
During the past few years, Dr. Lucius Tuttle (Assistant Professor ) was
forced to relinquish his teaching duties because of poor health and Dr. W. H .
Hart (Associate) resigned to enter the study of Medicine.
During the past year, three new laboratories have been constructed and
equipped for teaching and research. These rooms occupy the space formerl y
occupied by the mammalian laboratory, student work in the latter having been
transferred to the main laboratory. Additional staff laboratory space will become
available in the near future, when present occupants are moved to new quarters
011 another Aoor.
In keeping with the policy of the institution to provide adequate personnel
for teaching and research in preclinical departments, at least two additional full-
time appointments will be made as soon as suitable applicants are available. I t is
hoped that these will include a biophysicist and a specialist in the physiology of
the circulation, whose interests and activities will complement those of the present
staff, which are centered chiefly in gastrointestinal physiology and endocrinology.
The work of Professors Thomas, Crider and Friedman in the field of gastro-
intestinal physiology is universally recognized as authoritative. As evidence of
this recognition, it might be mentioned that Dr. Thomas participated, by invi-
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ra tion , in the Symposium on the Mechanism of Secretion at the an nu al meet ing
of the American Physiological Society at Boston, in April, 19-+2, and that Dr.
Friedman cooperated, by inv itation, w ith Professor Babkin of :\-lcGill U niversity
in the review of the literature on the Di gestive System for the 19-+5 volume of the
A nnual Review of Physiology.
At the present time, Doctors Thomas, Crider, Friedman and Snape are
en gaged in fundamenta l investigations of pancreatic fun ction. bili a ry tract func -
tion , gastric secretion, digest ive enzymes and intestinal hormones. A majo r portion
of th is research. as in previous years, is being car ried out in coopera t ion with the
Department of ~'1 ed ic i ne and is concerned with clinical problems.
Dr. Thomas and Dr. Cantarow ( Department of Biochemistry ) are con-
ducting a study of factors governing appetite, as part of a nat ion-w ide project
su bsidized by the U . S. \ Va r Department. Members of the Department of Ph ysi-
ology are al 0 cooperat ing with the . taff of the gastrointestinal Clin ic of the
H ospital , headed by Dr. C. \ V. Wirts, in a study of liver function.
Dr. Paschk is (also of Department of :\-Iedicine ) is a member of the Endocrine
Resea rch Group, which includes also members of the departments of Biochemistry,
O bstetrics and Gyneco logy , P athology and Su rgery. The activities of this gr oup,
wh ich are reviewed elsewh ere, are concerned principally with investigation of
th e metabol ism of steroid hormones, thyroid physio logy and experimental carcino-
genesis, and also with problems in clinical endocrinology.
\ V ith its expa nded physical facilities and the prospective inc rease in personnel
trained in various specialized fields , the Department of Ph ysiology is well equi pped
to mai ntain its high standard of undergraduate t raining, to part icipate in the
t raining of Residents and Fellows in cl inical bran ches and to cont inu e its present
research program as well as to aid the resea rch act ivit ies of members of other
depa rtrnents.
D EPART :\I ENT OF BIOCHDIISTRY
Following the resignation of D r. George R. Ban croft , Abraham Canta row,
:\1.0. (Jefferson, 192-+) was appointed Professor of Biochemistry and Di rect or
of th e De partment .
T wo addi tio na l appoi ntments han ' bern made. to become effective July I ,
19-+6 : L. L. :\I ill er, Ph.D. , M .D.. Assistant Professor, and \V. H . Pearlman ,
Ph.D., Assistant Professor. One mo re appointment will be made when a sui ta ble
applicant becomes available. This full -time staff will be large r th an at an y pre -
vious time in the history of the department.
The physical facilities have been expanded considerably. In addition to the
main student' laboratory, lectu re room, bal ance and colo rimeter room, prepa ration
and issue rooms, storerooms and completely equipped photographic da rk room,
there are now seven completely furnished chemical labo ratories with indi vidual
offices, for members of the staff. 'These facilities will enable the Department of
Biochemistry to participate activel y in the prospective institutional program of
training Residen ts and Fe llows in clinica l and preclinical fields. They will also
permit expansion of the currently active departmen ta l research program.
T he inclusion in the teaching cu rriculum of this department of courses in
Pathological Chemistry and Clinical Biochemistry is being contemplated . These
would be given during the clin ical years and , it is felt . would serve an eminently
useful pu rpo. e in bridging the wide gap between Ph ysiological Ch emist ry and the
many aspects of Cl inical Medicine and Su rgery in which an unders ta nding of
aberration, of body cherni try is es ential to a thorough comprehension of these
subjects.
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Members of this department ha ve been extremely active in research, both
fundamental and clinical. Interest has been centered parti cularl y in (a) the
metabol ism of steroid hormones, ( b) the mode of acti on of antithyroid drugs,
(c ) chemotherapy of thyrotoxicosis, (d) clinical studies in mal e and female sex
endocrinology and (e) studies of hepatic fun cti on. The results of these investi-
gations have been published in fort y pape rs du rin g the past five years. representing
largely the activities of the Endocrine Research G roup. This consists of Doctors
Cantarow, Pearlman, and Hansen of the Department of Biochemist ry. Paschkis
( Physiology and Medicine ) , Rakoff ( O bstetrics and Gynecology), \ Valkling
(Surgery ) and Stasney (Pathology ). This group is cur rently cooperating in
further studies in the fields outlined abov e and also in studies of th e influence of
steroid hormones on the production of malignancy by carcinogenic agen ts. T he use
of isotopes is about to be included in thi s invest igation. D uring th e past two years.
Dr. Cantarow has written a new mon og raph on Lead Poisoning and has rev ised
his Clinical Biochemistry (3rd edition ) , both in coIlaborat ion with Dr. T rumper,
He is cooperating with Dr. Thomas ( Physiology) in a study of factors governing
appetite, as part of a nation-wide project subsidiz ed by the U . S. \ Var Department.
The present department of Bioch emistry, by virtue of its improved physical
facilities and the diversity of the interests and speciali zed training and experience
of its members, should be better able than ever before to perfo rm its func tio ns
in education and research.
DEPART:\I ENT OF P ATH OLOGY
Virgil H. Moon, M.D. , is P rofessor and H ead of th e D epartment, the staff
of which is larger than at an y previous t ime in th e hist ory of th e I nstitut ion and
is weIl equipped to meet th e demands of its increased responsibilit ies. Drs. Morgan,
Grady and Lieber have recently returned to acti ve teaching duties, having served
in the Army since the outbreak of the war.
A course in Surgical Pathology was add ed to the cu rriculum in 19·r. given
jointly by the Departments of Pathology and Surgery . In addit ion to fulfiIling
its primary obligations in th e educa t ion of undergraduat e students of medicine.
the department mu st pro vide facilities for adequate t rain ing in all branches of
clinical and surgical pathology for residents in th e va rious clinical specialties;
thi s training is mandatory for admission to th e exa minatio ns of practically all of
the , Iational Specialty Boards.
Provision has also been made fo r systemat ic graduate t raining in pathology
as a specialty. This training wil! consist of a rotati ng service of th ree years, in
the College and Hospital, and will incl ude post-mortem an d morphologic path-
ology, clinical and surgical pathology, and oppor tu nit ies for teach ing and research.
Plans a re being formulated for carryi ng ou t each phase of th is program. A por-
tion of the space on the fifth floor of the college has been extensively rearranged
in order to provide additional offices and laborat ories fo r members of the staff
and demonstration rooms for the expanded program of graduate t raining.
During the war years the great teaching burden incident to the dras tic
reduction in the staff and the accelerated curriculum precluded the possibility of
any systematic research program in thi s dep artment. In vestigat ion of a number
of problems will now be resumed by every member of the staff. The facilities
of the Department of Pathology for teaching und erg rad uate students of medicine.
for training men in pathology as a specialty, for providing experience in pathology
for men in other specialties, and fo r fruitful researc h have never before been
so adequate.
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DEPARTMENT OF BACfERIOLOGY AND IMMUNOLOGY
This Department from 1909 grew extensively under the guidance of Dr.
Randle C. Rosenberger who was Professor and Head of the Department. His
death in 1944 was an irreparable loss to the Department, College and the Alumni
Association. Since this time, the Department has been directed by William A.
Kreidler, Ph.D., Acting Professor.
The recent enormous advances in bacteriology and immunology, and the
activity of investigation in these fields are reflected in the activities of and physical
changes in this department during the past four years and in provisions, accom-
plished and proposed, for expansion of its facilities in the near future . Despite the
relative unavailability of material and labor during and since the war, a number
of important improvements of a physical nature have been made, which have
contributed materially to the teaching program and to research activities. In
addition to the students' laboratory and lecture room, the department now includes
four staff offices, five staff laboratories, two rooms for washing and sterilizing
glassware, one darkroom, a large stock room, a refrigerator room, an incubator
room and a small-animal room.
The following equipment has either been installed or is on order: An addi-
tional hot air oven, a muffle furnace, a room -temperature incubator, a cryochern
drying apparatus, a ball mill, two special microscopes, a mechanical shaker, two
special ultraviolet units, a cold unit and a high-speed centrifuge suitable for
throwing down ultramicroscopic viruses.
In accordance with the recognized need for increasing the teaching personnel ,
it is planned that the staff include at least five full-time members, including at
least one man trained especially in one of the following fields in addition to
Medical Bacteriology and Immunology: Mycology, Viruses, Rickettsia and Im-
munochemistry. The department, the student body and the institution as a whole
will then have access to authoritative information and expert ad vice in these
currently active fields.
One of the most important changes under consideration is the shifting of
either a part or all of the instruction in bacteriology into the second year, where
it can be synchronized more closely with instruction in pathology. This is in
keeping with the policy now in vogue in practically all medical schools.
During the years 1942-1945, Doctors Kreidler, Meranze, Warren and
Blundell published 22 papers in a variety of journals, including the Journal of
Infectious Diseases; Journal of Bacteriology; Journal of Cellular and Com-
parative Physiology; Yale Journal of Biology and Medicine; Science; Surgery,
Gynecology and Obstetrics; American J ou mal of Obstetrics and Gynecology;
Archives of Surgery; Gastroenterology; Journal of Pediatrics.
The broad scope of interest and activity of the members of thi s department
is indicated by the nature of certain of the problems now under investigation:
( 1) he problem of falsely positive serological tests for syphilis folIowing small-
pox vaccination. (2) Studies of the usefulness of a new sulfa compound as an
intestinal antiseptic. This is being done in collaboration with the Department
of Biochemistry, preliminary studies of its toxicity, absorption and elimination
having already been completed. (3) Studies of the toxicity of various compounds
being used experimentally by the Tumor Clinic. (4) Studies 'of the antigenic
structure of luminous bacteria, with particular regard to the significance of the
luminiscent system in immunological reactions. (5) Studies of the antibiotic
principles of several species of bacteriostatic soil bacteria.
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When additional research laboratories, now being planned, become available,
it is hoped that the research activities of departmental staff members will be sup-
plemented and furthered by other workers operating under and supported by
individual grants for periods of two or three years. This department will also be
able, with the planned expansion of its facilities, to participate in the proposed
institutional plan for formal instruction in preclinical sciences as a part of the
system of training Fellows and Residents in clinical departments.
D EPARTM ENT OF PHARMACOLOGY
Charles M. Gruber, M.D. , Ph.D., continues as Professor and Head of this
Department. The following resignations have occurred since 1941:
Victor G . Haury, M.D., to enter the practice of medicine ; M. E. Drake,
Ph.D. and F. Ellis, P h.D. , to complete their work for the M.D. degree.
Despite the increased teaching burden incident to the acceleration of the
curriculum during the war years , members of this department have continued
their active research program. Sixteen papers published during these years in-
clude studies of the pharmacology and toxicology of various barbiturates, demerol,
di lanti n, Nva lly l-normorphine and salicylamide. As Associate Editor of the Cyclo-
pedia of Medicine, Surgery and Specialties, Dr. Grubcr rewrote many of the
articles on therapeuti cs and contributed new sections on the sulfonamides, penicillin
and th iouracil. Dr. H art collaborated with Drs. F. L. Munro and M. T. Munro
( Hematology) and A. A. \ Valkl ing (Surgery) in a study of changes in prothrom-
bin following hepatectomy ; Dr. Lisi collaborated with Dr. W. M. Hart ( Physi-
ology) in the develo pment of a procedure for determination of lactic acid.
During th is period Dr. Gruber has served as chairman of the Section of
Pharmacology and Therapeutics of the American Medical Association and as
vice president of the Society for Pharmacology and Experimental Therapeutics,
positio ns which indicate the reputation that he enjoys throughout the country in
the field of Pharmacology.
Jefferson may well be proud of this department, which has facilit ies for
teaching at least equal to those of any institution in the country.
1EDICINE
The Department of :M cdicinc continues to be directed by Professor Hobart
Reimann who is also acting director of the Department of Experimental M edicine.
Few changes have occurred in the staff roster. Professors Lyon and Cantarow
have resigned , the latter to take on his new duties as Professor of Biochemistry.
Despite the temporary loss of many important staff members to the military
service, the department functioned smoothly during the war years , thanks to the
loyalt y and industry of those who remained. Many of the staff membe rs who
served in the war have resumed their positions and the rest are expected to return
shor tly. The ward services were burdened by an unprecedented number of short-
term internes and an increased number of students. The clinical ward Cle rkships
pcrformed by thi rd year students proved to be satisfactory. The Seniors served
in the Out-Pat ien t Department under the direction of Dr. Franklin Miller and
rota ti ng residents. The Gastrointestinal Clinic of the Out-Patient Department
is newl y headed by Dr. Wirts, the Arthritis Clinic by Dr. Richard Smith and
the Allergy Clinic by Dr. Harry Rogers. Active programs of investigation are
planned . Dr. Sawitz was appointed Assistant Professor of Parasitology. D r.
Reimann served a short tour of duty as visiting consultant of the Eighth Service
Command in Texas in 1943, was a guest of the Puerto Rico Medical Association
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in San Juan and spent the summer of 19-+5 in Chunking as a member of a Ch ol-
era Cdmmission organized by the U nited ~ ations Relief and Rehabil itati on
Administration.
The members of the staff of the Di vision of Hematology ha ve carried on
their teaching and hospital obligations in the Department of Medicine. Their
special contributions in the field of Hematology are given in th e report of th e ac-
tivities of the Division of Hematology that follows.
The report on the Endocrine Research Group and the Endocrine C linic,
organized within the Administration of the Department of Medicine as an inter-
departmental undertaking is presented sepa rately in thi s review.
Active interest was maintained in investigative medi cine. Fu rther studies
were made on viru s pneumonia. whi ch was first reported from Jefferson in 1938
by Professor Reimann. Professor Reimann and Drs. Price and Hodges studied
two large epidemics of nausea, vomiting and diarrhea among med ical students.
They showed by experimental studies in student volunteers that the disease is
airborne and caused by a filtrable agent and proposed the name Viral D ysentery
for the disease. Professor Reimann and Dr. Pri ce also made the first clinical studies
of the use of streptomycin for typhoid , brucellosis and other condi t ions. Since
19-+ I" about thirty papers have been published in addition to editorials, textbooks
and articles for textbooks.
The Department of Diseases of th e C hest has hopes of expanding by the
acquisit ion of new buildings. Investigation of clubbed finge rs, cyst ic disease of
the lun g. elastic tissue in pulmonary disease and the studies of basal pulmonary
infect ion ha ve been reported in several papers by Professor s G ordon and Sokoloff
and Do ctors ChaIT and Savacool,
Acti ve investigation is being made by members of the depa rtment und er the
directi on of Doctor Paschkis in the joint Endocrine C linic, particularl y on the
metabolism of ste roid hormones, on cancer, on the treatment of th yroid disease
and sex endocr inology. Foreign students from Mexico, Colombia and C hina have
participated. A total of fifty -four papers have been published by memb ers of the
Clin ic during the past five years.
In Professor Duncan's absence. the depa rtmental wo rk at th e Pen nsylvan ia
Hospital has been faithfully ca r ried on by Dr. Carey and his limited sta ff. P ro-
fessor Duncan has given distinguished service to th e Army, last of wh ich was
as Medical Consultant of the Second Service Command. H e has publi shed
papers on tropical diseases and on diabetes, and is the editor of an autho rita tive
book on metabol ism.
Members of the Department of Medicine have published more than one
hundred thirty papers during the past five years. The quality is believed to be
corn mc ns u rate with the quantity.
At the moment, ten residents or fel lows, all but one of them former serv ice
men , ar c working in the Department of Medicin e. Plans a rc un der way for
housing the Departmental offices and laboratories on the eighth floor of th e college
building when construction is completed.
DIVISION OF H E~IATOLOGY
In the past four years, the Division of Hematology, under th e direc t ion of
Professor Harold W. Jones, has increased its professional and technical personnel
to twenty-eight, all but one full -time. The 'lit occupies sixteen rooms in va rious
parts of the Hospital and College. The funds to mak e thi s Di vision possible a re
given by .\'1 r. T. D. M. Cardoza who, with the late Mrs, A-lary Cardeza, estab-
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lished th e Charlot te Drake Cardeza Foundation in memory of Mr. Cardeza's
mother.
More than 6,000 pat ients with blood disease have been seen and studied.
Some 25,000 plasma and blood transfusions have been administered. A determina-
t ion of the Rh factor has become one of the major parts of the work in the Trans-
fusio n-Plasma U nit. T he T iselius apparatus for the study of protein patterns
is of great va lue in hematological work as wel l as to other departments of the
Co llege.
Professor Tocant ins introduced and perfected his method of intrasternal
injection of fluids which is now widely used and has served a particularly important
role in the treatment of the war wounded. He also studied the nature of the
clotting defect in hemoph ilia, the clotting of normal blood and of hypercoagula-
bilit y, Hi s reports are embodied in eighteen papers in the past four years.
P rofessor M iller and Dr. Turner are continuing their active research on
th e natu re and mechan ism of leukemia. Twelve papers have been published on
the subjec t. D octor Erf has direc ted the activi ties of the Blood Transfusion Unit.
He has published fourteen papers on various subjects, particularly on the use of
radioactive phosphorus and on blood transfusion. Members of the Photographic
U nit have part icipat ed in four pub lic exhibitions.
DEPART~[ ENT OF P RE\ 'ENTI\ 'E l\1EDICINE
W illiam Harvey Perkins, l'vLD., is Professor and Head of the Department.
Owing to the inab ility to obtain the qualified personnel, the Department of
Preven t ive M edicine has had to remain static du ring the war. However, in the
past few months a fu ll- time Associate Professor in Industrial Medicine, Heinrich
Brieger, has been appointed .
Dr. Brieger brings a wea lth of experience and a fine reputation in his special
field and his connections with industry have provided him with most generous
financial support . Dr. Brieger is particu larly interested in benzol , carbon mon-
oxide, and carbon disu lphide poisoni ng. His main research at present is in the
field of blood-formation changes brought about by benzol poisoning. He is assisted
in his work by a chemist, Mr. William Hodes, a chemical technical assistant
and a technicia n.
A n In dust rial Medicine laboratory has been established temporarily in the
De partment of Pathology on the 5th floor. I t is completely equipped and con-
tains specia l gas cham bers for the experimental work on animals.
T he future of the Department of Preventive Medicine calls for a staff
consist ing of an E pidemiologist, Biosratisrician, Clinical Assistants and Associates
and the inauguratio n of a H eal th Maintenance Clinic. These await only the
availabi lity of qual ified personn el.
A grant has been received for a Fe llowship in Preventive Medicine that
will be open as soon as our organ izat ion can satisfy, the requirements of such a
Fellowship.
D EPARTM ENT OF S URGERY
Thomas A. Shallow, M.D., T he Samuel D. Gross, Professor of Surgery
an d Head of th e D epartment.
The principal changes in the personnel of the surgical staff are the resig-
nati ons of Dr. George P. M ull er, as Grace Revere Osler Professor of Surgery
and Dr. Robert A. Groff as Assista nt P rofessor of Neurosurgery. Dr. John H.
Gi bbon, J r., was appointed Professor of Surgery and Director of Surgical Re-
search in the D epart ment of Surgery in J anuary, 1946. Dr. j. Rudolph Jaeger
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was appointed Clinical Professor of Neurosurgery in the Department of Surgery
in May, 1943.
During the war years the activities of the Department of Surgery were
maintained by a seriously depleted staff owing to the absence of many of the
younger men who entered the armed forces. Du ring th e absence of Dr. John B.
Flick, M.D. , the departmental acti viti es at the Penn sylvania H ospital were di-
rected and carried on by Professor W alkl ing, The majo rity of these men have
now returned and the staff has assumed th e same numerical size that it had prior
to the war. The increased demands upon the staff, because of the accelerated
teaching schedule and the increased number of students, was ably met by the de-
votion and industry of the men remaining.
Despite this increased burden, time was found for writing and publi cati on
of over fift y articles in the surgical literature. Professor Shallow, with the colla bo-
ration of his staff, published papers dealing with vari ous aspects of surgery of the
large and small bowel , pancreatic inflam mation , congenita l anomalies of the biliary
passages and abdominal blood vessels, vascular tumors of skele ta l muscle and tumors
of the bone. Professor Shallow has prepared pape rs for publ icati on on traumatic
pancreatitis, enterogenous cysts of the duodenum, gastroenterocolic fistulae and
on pharyngeal diverticula.
Professor Davis has published papers on nasal deformities, bilateral cleft
lip, deformities of the face, and on basal cell lesions of nose, face and lips. Pro-
fessor Jaeger has published papers on the autonomic nervous system and spinal
injuries. Professor Lemmon publ ished add itional articles deal ing with his experi-
ences with continuous spinal anesthesia. Professor W alkling has continued to
work with the Endocrine Cl inic and has been joint au thor of a num ber of publica-
tions coming from that group. Dr. Wagner has gone on with his work on arte ri-
ography and venography. Currently clinical and literary researc h is being
conducted on tumors of the pancreas and liver , arteriography and venography,
on the etiology of varicose veins and on supplemental casein hydrolysate feed ing
during postope rative convalescence.
At the present time there are six surgical reside nts in the Department. It
is planned to increase the number of residents and fellows to at least ten or twelve.
An effort is being made to provide add itional t raining in surgery for those men
who have served in the armed forces and who need more t raining in order to ful-
fill the requirements of the American Board of Surgery. Surgical residencies, as
at present constituted, provide for a three-year period of training in surgery
which includes training in the basic sciences relat ed to surgery. For those residents
who show exceptional promise of development, the period of training will be
extended to five years. With the collaboration of other departments it is hoped
that ever y man taking a gene ral surgica l residency can be given suitable training
in all the sur gical specialties.
With the appointment of Professor Gi bbon and the resignation of Professor
Muller, the Department of Surgery has been reorganized so that th e direct ion of
the Department lies with the Samuel D. Gross Professor of Surgery, wh o is H ead
of the Dep artment of Surgery. The surgical specialt ies of neurosurgery, maxillo-
facial surgery and rectal su rgery are under the direct supervision of Professor
Shallow, the Head of the Department. Professor Gi bbon upervises the activities
of the division of tho racic surgery, unde r the direct ion of the H ead of the De-
partment. After the allocation of the specialty beds, general surgical beds are
divided between Professors Shallow and G ibbon , to facil itat e adm inist ra tive
supervision and teaching.
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The Neurosurgical Division under its present management is new to Jeffer-
son Medical College and Hospital. In June, 1943, Dr. Rudolph Jaeger, formerly
associate professor of surgery and chief of neurosurgery at the University of Colo-
rado School of Medicine, the Presbyterian, St. Anthony, Children's, Denver
General and Fitzsimmons General (U. S. Army) Hospitals, was appointed by
the Board of Trustees to direct and develop a department of neurosurgery under
the supervision of Professor Shallow. A suite of rooms has been provided and
equipped as an office on the first floor of the old hospital building.
The west side of the eighth floor operating room has been rebuilt and equipped
so that the intricate and highly specialized operations necessary in surgery of the
brain, spinal cord and the nerves can be performed. Electro-encephalographic
apparatus and trained technicians are available for this modern method of studying
surgical lesions of the brain. A new roentgenographic apparatus has been installed
for the study of brain and spinal lesions. With this modern equipment, and by
using air contrast medium, a precise diagnosis and localization of gross lesions of
the brain can be made. The employment of the new spinal x-ray contrast material,
pantopaque, has also contributed to the accurate diagnosis of spinal cord lesions.
Approval of the training of neurosurgical residents has been obtained from
the American Medical Association and it is planned to have at least three residents
or fellows in this division. There is close cooperation with the Neurological De-
partment and physiologic and pathologic research is planned in the new laboratories
being constructed on the eighth floor of the college building. A motion picture
lending library of most of the standard neurosurgical procedures has been devel-
oped and is maintained by the Neurosurgical Division for distribution to the
profession. The films are in color, 16 mrn., and are titled. For instruction pur-
poses they are 'self-explanatory and can be shown on any amateur projection
machine.
With the contemplated expansion of the department for diseases of the chest
of the College Hospital, a considerable increase in the amount of thoracic surgery
is expected. At the present time there is one resident in thoracic surgery and it
is expected that at least two will be required as this department expands. Already
the amount of operative work performed in the Pine Street Building th is year
has shown a great increase over that performed during the previous year.
A new departure is marked for Jefferson by the establishment of surgical
research in the Department of Surgery. Plans have been drawn up to house
surgical research on the eighth floor of the college building in the northeast wing.
Provision is being made there for four laboratories, a sterilizing room, an air-
conditioned operating room, a small room for postoperative laboratory animals,
a storeroom, a secretarial office and an office for the Director. Architectural
plans have been completed and construction work has been started. Completion
of the construction is dependent upon the supply of materials, but it is hoped that
the laboratories will be available by September, 1946 at the latest. It is planned
to have at least two research associates on a part or full time basis. In addition,
the laboratory facilities will be available to members of the Department of Sur-
gery for the investigation of any problems which they may desire to carryon,
subject to the approval of the Director and the availability of space, equipment
and technical help.
At present the research problems which are contemplated include: ( I) further
work on methods for maintaining life during temporary arrest of the flow of
blood through the heart and lungs, (2) observations on pulmonary edema follow-
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ing int ravenous fluids when pulmonary t issue is reduced, (3) studies on lymph
drainage from the lun g and (4) observat ions on the effects of vascu lar anastomoses
in the presence of pulmona ry stenosis ,
DEPART~[ ENT OF OBST ETRI CS AN D GYN ECOLOGY
Lewis C. Scheffey, :\-1 .0. , is H ead of th e D epa rtmen t , Professor of Ob -
stetrics and G ynecology and Di rect or of th e D ivision of Gynecology.
The combining of the D epa rtm ents of O bste trics and Gynecology into one
Department, headed by Professor Lew is C. Schefley, is fu lly discussed elsewhere
in this Bulletin and w ill not be repeated here. The activities of bot h former de-
partments will be considered und er th e headings of th e Division of Gynecology
and the Division of Obstet rics.
Division of Gynecology
Professor Scheffe r is the Director of this division. The staff was depleted
during the war years ' by th e absence of severa l men wh o served in the Armed
Forces. Drs. Weakley and Porreca served in the N avy and Drs. Shel lenger and
Dickson were in the Army. These doctors have now been separated from the
service and their positions in the Department of Obstetrics and Gy necology at
J efferson await them.
Dr. Brooke 1\'1. An spach, Emeritus Professor of Gynecology, conti nues ac-
tively in his field of practice.
When the International Cancer Fo und at ion , w ith th e approval of the P hila-
delphia County Medical Societ y, esta blished Ca ncer P revent ion Clinics in the
five teaching hospitals throughout the city, th e one at J efferson was housed in the
G ynecological Out- Patient D epartment under th e supervision of P rofessor Schef-
fey. D r. Hahn , assisted by Dr. E. .r. M urph y and D r. Farr ell carried on this
wo rk on Friday mornings previous to th e weekl y Ca ncer Follow-Up Clinic which
is an integral part of th e Gener al T umor C linic.
Through Dr. Rakoff the division is abl y represented in the Endocrine Clinic
as noted in the detailed report of that grou p.
Du ring the past four years, nearly one hun d red presentat ions and published
articles have been produced by various members of the staff, either individually,
coll ectively or in participation with members of ot her departments, covering a
wide range of subjects. The outl et for thi s work has been provided by the appear-
ance of these staff members on th e programs of numerous nat ional , sta te, county
and local organizations, thu s allowing for a wide ra nge of publicat ion in many
medical and scientific journals. Worthy of special mention is the text entitled
"Female Endocrinology, including Sectio ns in the l\1al e," by Dr. J acob H offman,
and published by Saunders in 1944 whi ch enjoys a wid e dist ributi on throughout
the country.
Among the clinical problems that ar e being stu died ar e: ( I) follow-up in
the management and treatment of ute rin e mali gnan cy, (2) importance of the
vaginal smear technic in diagnosis of pelvi c cancer, (3) histol ogic stud ies in non-
invasive cervical cancer , ( 4) endocrine studies and therap y in gynecology, (5) as-
sociated gynecologic and urologic problems, (6) new er and original met hods of
operative techni c, ( 7) postoperative thrombosis in gynecologic pat ients and other
phases of postoperative man agement , (8) general endocrine pro blems in cooper-
ation with the Endocr ine C linic, (9) bacteriological stud ies in pelvic inflam-
matory disease.
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One of the forward steps taken by the depar tment .was the insti tution of
residencies in conjunction with the Di vision of Obstet rics in J an uary 19H. Be-
ginning modestly, and with the handicap of the accelerated medical school teach ing
program to contend with, the service has graduall y expanded, and there are now
four residents on duty with a fifth man appointed. All are veterans.
A three-year service has been planned for each resident. The ultimate aim is to
integrate basic science training with the program recommended as part of the
overall plan of resident train ing at Jefferson. It is felt that, with elaboration of
the plans in effect at present, men well -t rained in obste trics and gynecology can
be graduated at intervals of nine months as the program now instituted gradually
unfolds itself. The combining of the Department of G ynecology and the De part-
ment of Obstetrics should offer even greater opportunity for the at ta inment of the
ideals entertained for our residents in this new D epartment.
D ivisi on of Ob stetrics
Professor Thaddeus L. Montgome ry is Di rector of this D ivision. T he chief
changes in the staff have been th e resignat ions of D r. Vaux as P rofessor of Ob-
stetrics and of Dr. Lull as Clin ical P rofessor of Obstet rics. Both resignations
became effective in the spring of 1946. Dr. Vaux has been appointed Emeritus
Professor of Obstetrics by the Board of Trustees. To fill the vaca ncy left by the
resignation of Dr. Vaux, Dr. Thaddeus L. M ontgomery was appointed Professor
of Obstetrics and Gynecology and Director of Gynecology. D r. George U lrich,
who for many years gave his serv ices generously to th e hospital , died on J uly 18,
1944. H is loss was greatly felt by the Sta ff and the Student Body. The Alpha
Kappa Kappa Fraternity has created a M emorial Lect u re for Dr. Ulrich. The
first one was given by Dr. Ni codemus of the D anville M emorial H ospital and
the last lecture in February was delivered by D r. Thaddeus L. M ontgomery who
at that time was Professor of Obstetrics and Gynecology at T empl e U niversity
Hospital.
In spite of a smaller staff the number of pat ients delivered, both in the out-
side and inside service has inc reased. Thus th e men wh o remai ned had a dual
job: to teach students unde r the accelerat ed curriculum and to take care of the
increased clinical work. The men who ente red th e Armed Forces were: Drs.
Bland, Brown, Ebner, ' Ellson, Feo , Finn, Kcithan , D ram en, M ogan, Prince,
Roeder, Rossett, Siddall , Stanton, Wainer and W illiams. Dr. J ohn R. Sidda ll
lost his life in service. The absence of these men , of course, resulted in a serious
depletion of the staff.
A great man y articles have been cont ributed to the lit er at u re by members of
the staff in the past ' four years. Many clini c both at home and abroad were
attended by the men of the staff. A symposium on obste trics and gynecology which
appeared in the , [overnber 1945 issue of the " Medical C linics of , [orth America,"
and also in the " Surgical Clinics of i Torth Am erica" was composed of articles
mostly from the staff at Jefferson Medical College.
Among the books published during the past four years is " O bstet rica l A nal-
gesia" by Clifford B. Lull and Hingson wh ich is now in its th ird pr int ing. A great
deal of the original anatomical work on the use of caudal anesthesia was done in
conjunction with the Di vision of Obstetrics both at J efferson Hospital and in the
Daniel Baugh In stitute of An at omy. "T he M echan ics of O bstetric" by Vaux
and Castallo was publi shed in O ctobe r 1943 and is now in its second edi tion . A
"S ynopsis of Obstetrical Histories" written by thi rd year stu dents in 1944 and
1945 has been edited.
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Residencies in obstetrics and gynecology were started in 1944 and are de-
scribed above under the activities of the Division of Gynecology. The building
program of the Jefferson Medical College Hospital calls for the construction of
a new women's building which will house the hospital activities of th e Department
of Obstetrics and Gynecology.
DEPARTMENT OF NEUROLOGY
Bernard ]. Alpers, M.D., is Professor and Head of the Department of
Neurology, the members of which have been actively engaged in research prob-
lems in the laboratories of the department.
Drs. Drayer and Ryan have recently returned from the Armed Forces to
their former duties in the department. Drs. Markowitz and Durante are still in
active service. Drs. Francis M. Forster, Royden C. Astley, and Winslow J. Bor-
kowski have been appointed to the staff of the department. Since 1941 , forty-
eight articles by members of the department have appeared in the lit eratu re. Dr.
Alpers is the author of a textbook entitled "Clinical Neurology" published in
1945 by P . A. Davis.
The following problems are currently being studied by members of the staff :
(a) Meningeal changes in brain abcesses, This is a pathological study into the
localizing nature of the meningitis in brain abscess patients. (Drs. Alpers and
Forster) (b) Idiopathic porphyrinuria and central nervous system invol vement.
A study of the alterations in the peripheral nerves and central nervous system in
this disease. (Dr. Schlezinger) (c) The nature and degree of arteriosclerotic
changes in the vessels of the retina, brain and viscera are being correlated with a
view to determining the validity of basing the diagnosis of cerebral arteriosclerosis
on eye ground changes of arteriosclerotic type. (Drs. Alpers, Forster, and Herbut )
(d) A clinico-pathologic study of pre-senile dementias. (Dr. Schlezinger ) (e) A
review of acoustic neuromas presenting atypical clinical sign s. (Drs. Alpers, Bor-
kowski, and Forster) (f) A report of lesions of the cerebellopontile angle other
than acoustic neuromas and which were clinically confused with acoustic neuromas.
(Drs. Alpers, Forster, and Borkowski) (g) The role of fasciculations in muscle
atrophy. Long term study of the number of fasciculations in muscle under-
going atrophy. (Drs. Alpers and Forster) (h) X-ray studies of the relationship
between abnormalities of filling of the chiasmatic cistern and suprasellar tumors.
(Dr. Schlezinger) (i) Late sequelae of kernicterus. Follow-up of patients who
have survived kernicterus as children. (Dr. Schlezinger) (j) The effects of topi-
cal applications of penicillin to the cerebral cortex. A study of electrical discharges
and the motor and sensory results of such -applicat ions. (Drs. Borkowski and
Forster) (k) A comparison of the cortical effects of local applications of various
convulsant drugs. (Drs. Forster and Borkowski) (I) Further studies into the
nature of muscle fasciculations and fibrillations. (Drs. Alpers and Forster).
The only physical change made recently has been the setting up of the elec-
troencephalographic laboratory in a room in the Curtis Clinic. Studies made in
this laboratory have become an active and important part of the work of this
department. .
At the present time two Fellows and one Resident are undergoing training.
The facilities for training can be expanded to accommodate twice that number.
The Residents are trained in the clinical facets of neurology; the Fellows in neuro-
pathology and neurophysiology. The training is so arranged that each man in
training spends time in a residency and a fellowship, thus tending toward a well-
rounded training.
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A most, important step is in contemplation, the moving of the department
to the eighth o floor of the college building. Here the neuropathology laboratory
will be set up, the electroencephalographic laboratory will be moved and a new
neurophysiology laboratory will operate. This coordinated arrangement will
provide for greater efficiency in the department.
DEPARTME TT OF PSYCHIATRY
Baldwin L. Keyes, M.D., is Professor and Head of the Department.
During the last four years this department has carried on its work with
difficulty owing to a serious depletion of its staff. Dr. Baldwin L. Keyes organized
the 38th Army General Hospital, the jefferson Affiliated U nit, and in May 1942
led the unit into active duty. Colonel Keyes continued in Army Service until
january, 1946 when he returned to Jefferson Medical College and resumed his
duties in the Department of Psychiatry. Drs. Garber, Hastings, Snedecker and
U rbaitis were also granted leave of absence to enter military service. Dr. Garber
has returned to take up his duties with the department.
During the war the department functioned under the able direction of As-
sociate Professor Robert A. Matthews in the capacity of acting Professor. The
difficulties which Dr. Matthews and Dr. Bookharnrner and the remaining staff
confronted were considerable because of the accelerated schedule and the depletion
of the teaching staff. The bulk of the didactic and ward teaching was carried on
during these years by Dr. Matthews and Dr. Bookharnmer with the assistance
of Dr. Kenneth Corrin, Dr. Frederic Kramer, Dr. Milton K. Meyers and Dr.
James Mahoney.
Dr. Hastings has resigned to assume a teaching position at the Women's
Medical College. Dr. Mahoney resigned to enter private practice in Council
Bluffs, Iowa. Drs. ij ay T. Shurley and Domenic Rovito are the only two additions
to the staff within the past four years. Dr. Bookhammer has been appointed Chief
of the Children's Psychiatric Clinic.
A full-time residency in Psychiatry was established in October, I94-!, but
the position was not filled until july, 1945, inasmuch as the number of residencies
granted the institution was reduced by the Office of Procurement and Assignment
in 19H. The addition of a full-time resident has greatly enhanced the service
which the department has been able to render in the various medical wards of the
hospital and it is anticipated that in time the work will necessitate the services of
at least two residents and two fellows.
The number of teaching hours devoted to Psychiatry has remained essentially
unchanged during the past five years. The subject continued to be taught' in all
four years, with increasing emphasis on the dynamic aspects of the psychoneuroses
and psychosomatic problems.
During the past year the curriculum was re-arranged in such a way as to
provide ten hours of didactic teaching covering the psychoneuroses in the Sopho-
more Year, material which was formerly not presented until the fourth year.
During the first half of the fourth year, clinical demonstrations covering psychoso-
matic problems have replaced the didactic teaching. The Saturday afternoon
clinics at the Philadelphia General Hospital were continued but given every other
week throughout the year rather than weekly during the last half of the Senior
Year.
Due to the pressure of work the Staff could not engage in an active research
program. In cooperation with the Endocrine Clinic group the problem of obesity
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wa s investigated and material related to th e psychological aspects of that condition
served as the basis of several presentati ons before va rious medical groups. The
material will ultimately be th e su bjec t of a medical publicat ion. Papers were
read by members of the Staff on psychiatric subjec ts before va rious Cou nty medica l
societies and other groups during th e war and a number of articles pub lished .
D EPART:'v1 ENT OF P EDIATRI CS
Edward L. Ba uer, M .D. , is Prof essor and H ead of th e Depa rtment.
With the return from service ove rseas of Dr. Ed wa rd J . :"1oore and the addi -
tion of two new members to th e department , th e teach ing staff nea rs comp letion .
Two new appointments ha ve been mad e. They are D rs. J ames Higley and Co nstan-
tin e Roscoe, both recentl y discha rged fro m th e Army. The latt er has a fine record
in pediatrics in Cincinnati , M ontreal and Phil adelph ia. H is work in sal icylate
poisoning is'outstanding. He expects to un dertake some interest ing original pedi-
atric research at Jefferson . The retu rn fro m th e Armed Forces of Dr. Robert
E. Steward and Dr. E. Carre Thomas is ant icipa ted so th at they may participate
in the clinical and resea rch problems of th e D epa rtment of Pediat rics.
Several members of the department are engaged in studies on the infectious
diseases, notabl y wh oopin g cough, measles and in fect ious dia r rhea of the newborn.
Rheumatic infe ction in its va rious phases is at pr esen t a subject for continued
investigation. Another resea rch probl em comma nd ing at tent ion in the department
is the study of convulsions in infancy . The tr eatment of rheumat ic chorea , whi ch
has been th e subj ect of sever al departmental presentati ons, has attracted wide
attention and mu ch favorabl e comment. Ab out ten articles have been pub lished by
members of the department in rece nt years.
D EPART:\IEi\'T OF ROLOGY
David M. Davis, M .D., is Professor and H ead of th e Department.
During the war years th e D epa rtm ent of Urology has cont inued to grow. The
following members of th e Out-Patient sta ff have ret urne d from military service :
Drs. Edward T. Litt, Max Rosenzweig and J. Craig C la rk. Dr. \Vi llard M .
Drake has been appointed Fell ow in Urology and is engaged in researches on the
mechanics of urinary conducti on.
The \Vard Ser vice has been very act ive at all ti mes, and it has been possible
to cont inue ward teaching on th e accelera ted schedu le in spite of the small staff
available. \Vith the present and future addit ions to th e sta ff, it is hoped that the
quality of undergraduat e instructi on can be appreciably improved. Alteration s
in the U rology Clinic have mad e two additional cystoscopic rooms avai lable .
Eleven articles ha ve been published by members of th e staff in recent yea rs,
DEPART:\IEi\'"T OF QPHTH ADIOLOGY
Charles E. (~. Shannon, l'v1.D. , is P rofessor and H ead of the Department.
The principal act ivit ies of thi s department du rin g th e past fou r yea rs can be
said to ha e been the cont ribution of personnel to the war effor t . Drs. David IV1.
Brooks, David N aid off, Joseph Nocentini , and J oseph \Valdman all served in the
Armed Forces. Dr. J oseph Nocentini has been listed as missing. Drs. Bridget t,
Hunt, Lip sius , Nocentini, and Radbill ha ve been add ed to th e sta ff duri ng the past
four yea rs. Drs. Balentine and Brooks have recently resign ed.
Nineteen articles have been published by various members of the department
in recent years.
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The consta nt end eavor of th e staff has been to impa rt a working knowledge
of ophthalmology to th e gradua t ing st udent . It is felt th at such knowledge is
essential to an y doct or engaged in th e practi ce of medicin e. Every student has
been required to own an ophthalmoscope and to be th oroughl y conversan t with
its use.
The department hopes to ha ve an ophthalmological reside nt added to its staff.
It is felt th at such a res iden t would be of great va lue to the hospital and to the
depa rtrnent.
D EPART:\f ENT OF ORTHOPEDI C St RGERY
James R . Marrin , 1\1.D. , is Professor and H ead of th e De partme nt.
Dr. Henry Sigmond and D r. Joseph D eitz hav e both retu rne d to duty in the
department having served in th e Armed Forces. D r. Sigmo nd was in the southwest
Pacific th eat er and his unit served in N ew B rit ain , N ew Gu inea, t he Philippine
Islands and Japan. Dr. Thomas H orwitz served with d isti nction with the J effer-
son H ospital Affiliated U nit and later at th e Vaughan General H ospital in C hicago.
He is now on terminal leave and expect s to return to th e depa rt men t shortly. He
is the author of two recent articles on orthopedic surgery, D r. A nt hony DePalma
has been added to the sta ff followin g a ca ree r of dist inct ion in the U nited States
Navy,
D EPART:\f ENT Of OTOLOGY
Horace J. \Villiams, :M .D., is P ro fessor and H ead of th e Department .
Special attention is bein g pa id by memb er s of the staff to the study and treat-
ment of patients with a loss of hearing and to supplying th em with hearing aids.
A new Maico Audiometer has been added to the depa rtmen t. ~'I rs, C lay, who
has been at the N aval H ospital , will soon return to give instructio ns in lip reading.
DEPART:\fEI\'T OF L ARYNGOLOGY AND BRON CH O- E SOPH AGOLOGY
Louis H. Cl erf, M .D., is P rofe ssor and H ead of the De partment .
The name of th e depa rtment has been cha nged fro m th e Departme nt of
Laryngolo gy and Bronchoscopy to th e Department of L aryngology and Broncho-
Esophagology. All member s of th e sta ff except D rs. F. J. Putney and E . C. Brit t
who st ill are on active military duty, ha ve returned from th e Armed Forces.
Seventeen articl es covering a wid e ran ge of subj ects have been publ ished by
members of the department. Because of shortage of personnel it was not possible
to ca r ry out an y inve sti gations during th e war period . In add itio n, train ing of
Fellows and Residents wa s almost completely suspended . I t is planned to have
two Residents and in all probability a Fellow. In additio n, a complete reorganiza-
tion of the sta ff is contemplated so that younge r men w ill be given mo re opportu-
nit y fo r training.
D EPARTi\fENT OF D ERi\IATOLOGY
Frank Crozer Knowles, ~'1.D. , P rofessor and H ead of the Departmen t,
Dr. E van B. H ume , fo rmer Fellow in Dermatology, has returned to the de-
partment from military service. He serve d in Cai ro , :-.1 apl es, and Rome as chief of
the dermatological departments of various hospitals. D r. J ohn F. \ Vilson has been
added to the department. H e wa s a forme r Fellow in Dermat ology and Syphi l-
ology at both the U niversity of Minnesot a and Cohmrbia U nivers ity . Drs. Corson
and Pratt ha ve published a rticles on "Red Moss Derm at itis" and "Spread of
Dermatitis Venenata". At present inve stigations are bein g carried ou t by members
of the department on calcinosis cu t is, tinea capitis and contact derm at it is from
na rcotics.
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DEPARTMENT OF RADIOLOGY
Paul C. Swenson, l\t1.D., is Professor and Head of the Department.
This department has undergone practically complete reorganization during
the past few years both in physical facilities and in personnel. Dr. Paul C. Swen-
son , previously Associate Professor of Radiology at the College of Ph ysicians and
Surgeons, Columbia University, was appointed Professor and Head of the Depart-
ment of Radiology in 1943 following the resignation of Dr. Kornblum. D r. W illis
F. Manges, JL , will rejoin the staff as soon as he is released from the Army. In
addition five Residents are currently being' trained in this department.
Many architectural improvements have been made in the private and dis-
pensary divisions, enhancing both their efficiency and their appearance. A great
deal of new equipment has been added, including six new units already in operation
and two more on order. The addition to the staff of Dr. Ebe rha rd , with his
background of specialized expe rience in Oncology and Radiotherapy, has increased
considerably the efficiency of the service rendered by thi s department in therapeut ic
fields.
In addition to the regular courses of instruction in the fundamental aspects
of Radiology given to undergraduate students, the department cooperates act ively
with other clinical departments in conferences for students, residents, fellows and
staff members, an educational feature of obviously great importance.
Conditions prevailing during the war years have necessarily hampered all
activities in this department other than those immediately concerned with teaching
and service to the hospital. 1 [evertheless, the reputation of the institution has been
furthered through the activities of members of this department during thi s period.
For example, Dr. Swenson has served as president of the Philadelphia Roentgen
Ray Society, as guest lecturer at the Post Graduate School of the U niversity of
Pennsylvania. and as director of weekly X-ray conferences held at the Post Grad-
uate School at which several medical schools were represented. He also has
assisted in the revision of a textbook of Radiology and has contributed to the aval
Manual of Radiology. Members of the staff of this department have publi shed
several papers and have presented material before local societies. The department
is at present able and prepared to fulfill its important functions in the broad edu-
cational program of the institution.
THE ENDOCRINE RESEARCH GROUP A TI) THE ENDOCRINE CLINIC
Perhaps in no other field of medicine does progress depend so much on the
coordinated effort of men trained in various fields as it does in endocrinology.
Therefore, an interdepartmental endocrine research group was founded at jeffer-
son Medical College in 1941 originally consisting of Drs. A. Cantarow, L. P.
Hansen (Biochemistry); K. E. Paschkis (Physiology and Medicine ); A. E.
Rakoff (Gynecology and Obstetrics) ; and A. A. Walkling (Surgery). Later
Dr. J. Stasney (Pathology) and Dr. 'V. Pearlman (Experimental Medicine)
joined the group. In 1942 an interdepartmental Endocrine Clinic was organized
at jefferson Hospital, within the administration of the Department of Medicine,
for the study and treatment of patients suffering from endocrine disorders as well
as for teaching and research in Clinical Endocrinology.
The setup at jefferson is unique in two respects: one is the interdepartmental
nature of both the Research Group and the Clinic. The second is the fact that
the same staff engaged in basic research in Endocrinology also carries out the
clinical work. This makes for a constant flow of ideas from the laboratory to the
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clinic and vice versa. The research activities of this Group and Clinic can best
be discussed under separate headings.
( 1) Metabolism of steroid hormones. It has been found that relatively large
amounts of exogenous and endogenous estrogens and androgens are excreted in
the bile, and undergo an enterohepatic circulation similar to that of bile acids.
Contrary to the general belief, these hormones are not rapidly destroyed in the
liver. However, an interconversion of steroid compounds takes place in the liver.
Studies of excretion in the bile have been extended to that of synthetic estrogens.
It has furthermore been found that water insoluble steroid compounds,
amongst them the steroid hormones, are readily soluble in sodium dehydrochlorate
solution. This fact is not only of considerable theoretical interest but also offers
therapeutic possibilities which are being studied in the Endocrine Clinic.
The broader significance of the bile excretion studies is indicated by the close
chemical relationship of sex hormones, adrenal cortical hormones, Vitamin 0 ,
cardiac glucosides and many potent carcinogens.
(2) Cancer problems. The above studies led logically into the field of cancer
research. This has so far been approached from two angles. A study of the in-
fluence of sex hormones on the carcinogenic action of aminofluorene has led to the
important observation that development of tumors of the liver (cholangioma,
hepatoma, cysts) is intensified and hastened by estrogens and androgens, exogenous
or endogenous, the excessive secretion of the latter being induced by gonadotrophic
hormones. The significance of these findings is evident in view of the possible
carcinogenicity of sex hormone-metabolites on the one hand, and in view of the
role of the liver in the metabolism of sex hormones on the other.
Fractionation studies on bile, carried out by Dr. Pearlman, have resulted in
the isolation of several hitherto unknown compounds, some of which may be pre-
cursors of naturally occurring carcinogens orland intermediates in the metabolism
of bile acids or sex hormones.
(3) Thyroid studies. These have been largely concerned with the action
of antithyroid drugs, especially thiouracil. Clinical studies have dealt with the
toxic side actions. Experimental work designed to elucidate the mode of action,
showed an inhibitory action of thiouracil on oxidative enzymes. The inhibition
of the cytochrome oxidase system in the thyroid gland itself may indicate the
mechanism by which this drug inhibits formation of thyroid hormone.
In collaboration with Dr. R. Evans and Dr. W. Peacock of the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology the uptake of radio-active iodine as influenced by various
factors, especially gonadal hormones, is being studied. The fact that uptake of
iodine is one of the most sensitive indicators of thyroid function and that the
radiation of radio-active iodine can be traced with comparative ease has also been
used in some interesting and diagnostically important clinical studies.
Other studies of clinical nature included those of chronic thyroiditis, thyroid
cancer and malignant exophthalmos.
(4) , Sex endocrinology. Clinical studies in female sex endocrinology include
the comparison of the effect of various synthetic estrogens, studies of estrogen
levels during labor and the hormonal treatment of habitual abortion. The forma-
tion of antihormones to various gonadotrophic hormones, and the clinical signifi-
cance of the antihormones is being studied in collaboration with Dr. J. Leathem
(Rutgers University).
In the field of male sex endocrinology important observations on eunuchoid-
ism due to pituitary failure peculiarly limited to the gonadotrophic function, are
being made and the effects of appropriate replacement therapy is being studied.
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(5) Within the framework of the E ndocri ne Clinic a constitution clinic
has been organized. Dr. J. L. An gel (A nato my) is work ing on the anthropo-
logical aspect in collaborat ion with th e sta ff of th e E ndocrine Clin ic and Dr. R.
Matthews (Psychiatry) and Dr. P. Swenson ( Roentge nology) . A cooperative
study of obesity is nearing compl etion and various other pro blems are being
investigated.
Future development envisages expansion of the work outlined above and
includes graduate teaching and training in the field of E ndocrinology. Already
students from South America hav e been att racted to J efferson ; two physicians,
one from Mexico and one from Colombia, have 'worked in the Clinic and
laboratories.
More extensive and systemat ic t raining for Fellows and Residents will be
possible when more adequate facilities, space, techni cal and secretarial help become
available. This is particula rl y true of the C linic wh ere such facilities at present
are inadequate.
The work of the Endocrine Research Group has been supported by funds
supplied by the College and by grants from outside donors. Recentl y an Endocrine
Research Fund has been set up from don ati ons fro m patients and friends.
The results of these studies during the past five years have been published
in fift y-four papers, and have been presented at meet ings of such national societies
as the American Physiological Society, the Associat ion for the Study of Internal
Secretions, and the Ame rican Associati on for Ca ncer Research.
To THE M E;\IRERS OF ·T H E AL U l\INI A SSOCI AT IO N
OF J EFF ERSON M EDICAL C OLL EGE:
It is so easy- and so human-when an unpleasant experience is over, to
forg et it and go on as th ough it had never happened. Easy, that is, for those who
have suffered no great loss, undergone no unu sual hardship.
Those of you w ho have returned, or are about to return, from active duty
will not soon forg et the War, and we w ho remained at home will not forget what
you hav e done .
As w e have all learn ed, w ars are no longer won entirely on the battlefield .
Important work w as don e behind th e lin es caring for the wounded. Equally
important work w as don e th ousands of miles aw ay, w here life-saving drugs were
developed and effec tive methods of tr eatm ent were perfected.
A nd right at hom e, maintaining th e health of th e civilian population, with
a shortage of physicians and a scarcity of supplies, was an ex hausting and, at
tim es, a thankless task .
N 0 , w e shall not forget the War, but w ill rejoice in our Victo ry, and the
ex perience gained by each and every memb er of our A lumni, either on the Batt le
Front or on th e I-Iome Front, will be of last ing benefit to Jefferson.
Working in close cooperation, th e standard of health of our Natio n will be
raised and]efferson w iil becom e an eve n greater In stitution than it ever was
before.
V ery truly yours,
P resident-Board of Trustees.
MR. ROBERT P. HOOPER
The Alumni experienced great pleasure in help ing to celebrate the Twenty -fift h Anniver sary
of Mr. Robert P. Hooper's association with the College as member and President of t he Board
of Trustees, at the Alumni Dinner, March 2b, 194b. The following certificate was presen ted t o
Mr. Hooper with a silver medal in appreciation of his enthusiastic and fa ithful services , in
carrying on his plans for a greater Jefferson.
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DEAR FELLOW ALUM NI:
It lies within us to make what we will of our man-made ins titutions.
Three such collective efforts occupy betw een th em m ost that w e have to
give: our School ; our Alumni Association ,. our Prof ession.
To our school we ow e our undying loyalt y as th e place where w e we re first
nurtured in our projession ; to our professio n we owe all for th e purpo ses for
which w e have dedicated our lives.
Joining th ese two is our Alumn i A ssociat ion th rough which w e maintain
contact with our school and out of w hich we ex tend our knowledge and skills
in our practice.
A II three require our constant attention to see that th ey grow and progr ess
in step with th e times,' all three require our protect ion to see that no incursions
or inroads are made on th em that w ill mak e th em less tru e to th e ideals on which
th ey w ere built.
With your help we can easily pledge the f orward advance of Jefferson ,· with
our help you can safeguard th e prin cipl es of our profession ... with th e help of
both the Alumni Asso ciation w ill liv e as th e great est, most loyal association of
graduates of any medical school in th e world.
D ean.
THE TRUSTEES AND FACULTY GREET DOcrORS AND N RSES
RETURNI NG FROM TH E S ERVICES
A very delightful Tea was given by the Board of T rustees and the Faculty
on June 7th to meet the personnel of the 38 th General H ospital and the members
of the staff of The Jefferson Medical CoIlege and its H ospital, who have served
in World War II.
lt was held in the Assembly Hall , which looked like a veritable summer
garden, having been transformed by man y ferns, lovely June flowers and the
American Flags, the Flags of the 38th G ener al Hospital and The Jefferson
Medical CoIlege were artisticall y arranged at the end of the room.
It was all very beautiful and formed a colorfu l background for the many
who came to greet those returning from all theat res of war. A most pleasant
place to meet old friends and "pi ck up the th reads" of events which had occurred
during their absence.
BEQUESTS
Announcement is made of receipt of a gift to the CoIlege of a bequest by
the late Henry Reed Hatfield, for the establishment of a professorship and a
fellowship in Urology. These are given in memo ry of his fath er, Nathan Lewis
Hatfield, M.D. Dr. David M. Davis has been appointed to th is professorship.
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Mr. Edwin King Daly of "D rearnoldy ne" , Br yn M aw r, Pa., ha s been elected a member
of the Board of Trustees of The J elferson Medical Co llege and its Hospit al. He gra duated
from Fordham University and served in World War I with the 27th Divi sion, was wou nded
in the bailie of LeCateau, and wa s awarded the Purpl e H eart.
Mr. Dal y is pre sident of the Horn & Hardart Company of N ew Yo rk and the Horn &
H ardart Baking Company of Philad elphia . H e di vid es his time between th ese two separate,
though related, compani es. Mr. Daly sta rted his business career w ith the First National
Bank of New York , and lat er wa s associated with the Cen tral Trust Company of ew York
( now the Central Hanover Bank and Trust Company), cont inuing there until 1923 when he
ent ered the service of th e Horn & Hardart Company of Ne w York. He was in charge of
real estate and financ e activities . of the company, and lat er beca me controller, assistant
treasurer, assistant to the president, memb er of the boa rd of directors, vice pres ident in charge
of opera tions, and finall y in 1936 pr esid ent of th e Horn & H ardart Company of New York.
While, primarily, an executive of the Horn & Hardart Company of New York, Mr. Daly
wa s also active with Mr. Horn in coordin ating the wor k of th e tw o compan ies. I n 1932
Mr. Daly moved his resid ence to Philadelphia. In 1933 J oseph V. Horn , founde r and
president of both companies chose Mr. Dal y as his direct ass istant in both cities. Subsequent ly,
Mr. Daly became a member of the board of directors of the Horn & H ardart Baki ng Com-
pany, its executive vice president, and at Mr. Horn 's death in 1941 he succeeded him as
president of the Horn & Hardart Baking Company of Philadelphia.
Mr. Daly is a member of the U nion League of Philadelphia, the Philadelphi a Country
Club, the Merion Cricket Club, the P enn Athletic C lub, th e Sund ay Br eak fa st Club, the
American Academy of Political and Social Science, th e Na tiona l Aeronauti c Association,
and the American-Irish Hi storical Societv, He is a dire ctor of the Chamber of Commerce
of Philadelphia, a director of St. Claire 'Hospita l, New York , an d a director of Children's
Heart Hospital, Philadelphia.
Jefferson is most fortunate ind eed in having added to its Board, ano ther member who
has so great a business understanding.
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FRANK C. KNOWLES
Professor of Dermatology, 1919
University of Pennsylvania, M.D., 1902.
Formerly Assistant Professor of Dermatology, Medical School, niversity of Penn-
sylvania, and Clinical Professor of Dermatology, Woman's M edical College, Dermatologis t
to the Presbyterian and Pennsylvania Ho spitals. Consulting Dermatologist to the Church
Home for Children, Baptist Orphanage and Southern Home for Destitute Chi ldren. M ember
of American Dermatological Society.
War Record: In active service, May 15, 1917, to May 26,1919; tw enty-t hr ee months'
overseas service. Dermatologist to the British General Hospital No. 16 ( Pe nnsy lva nia Base
Hospital No.10), Le Trevot, France, seventeen months; Con sultant in Der matology, Ameri-
can Expeditionary Forces, six months. Started with rank of First Lieutena nt and went
through the grades of Captain, Major, Lieutenant-Colonel and becam e Colonel in the Medical
Reserves.
Author of book, Disea ses of the Skin. Wrote the sect ion on the D iseases of the Skin
Affecting the American Expeditionary Force s, for the Permanent W a r Records.
At a meeting of the Board of Trustees, March 11, 1946, Dr. K now les was made
Emeritus Professor of Dermatology.
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NORRIS W. VAUX
Professor of Obstetrics, 1937
U niversity of Pennsylvania, M.D., 1905. Interne at Pennsyl vania Hospi tal , 1905-07.
Studied at Dublin University, Rotunda Hospital, Dublin, I rela nd .
Obstetrician and G ynecologist-in -chi ef, Philadelphia Lying-in and Penn sylvania Hos-
pital. Chief Obstetrician, Jefferson Medical College Ho spital.
Fellow of Philadelphia College of Ph ysicians; Fellow of Am eri ca n Gy necologica l
Societ y, Vice-President 1937-38; Member of American Med ical Associat ion ; Phi lad elphia
County Medical Society; Philadelphia Obstetrical Society , Presid ent, 1933 ; Chairman of
Section on Ob stetrics and G ynecology of the Medical Society of the State of Pennsylvania,
1938; Honorary Surgeon, First Troop, Philadelphia City Ca valry. W ar recor d : In active
service, Base No. 10, Pennsylvania Hospital, U.S.A., May 15, 1917, to A pril 29, 1919. Life
Member of Philadelphia Zoological Society.
Editor: Edgar's Obstetrics, 1926. Author of ma ny pa per s on various obstetric and
gynecologic subjects.
At a meeting of the Board of Trustees, March 11, 1946, Dr. Vaux was made Emeritus
Professor of Obstetrics.
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GEORGE P. MULLER, M.D.
Grace Revere Osler Professor of Surgery
Portrait presented by the Class of U)46
Painted by Miss Alice K ent Stoddard
Dr. Muller retired as Professor of Surgery-eff uti'lJe March 27. U)46
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My dear Fellow Alumni:
I am looking forward with pleasure and expectation to serv ing as Presid ent of the
Alumni Association, to which office you have so graciously elected me. I greatly appreciate
your confidence in me and hope that we can again resume those acti vities interrupted by the
war and the enforced absence of man y of our members. Let us make it a bann er year for
Jefferson!
Sincerely,
President,
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·A L U M N I DINNER
T he' Dinner of the Alumni Association of the Jefferson Medical College
was held March 26, 1946, at 7 o'clock at the Bellevue-Stratford Hotel. It was
attended by more than six hundred. Dr. William Harvey Perkins, President of
the Association, presided. Many of the Alumni who have returned from the
service, from all theatres of war were present. We were glad to greet Dr. William
T. Lineberry, class of 1915, who was one .of the first prisoners taken by the Japa-
nese on Guam, and spent over three years in a prison camp.
Mr. Robert P . Hooper was presented with a silver medal and scroll in recog-
nition of twenty-five years as a member of the Board of Trustees. Among the
speakers were Dr. Baldwin L. Keyes, Professor of Psychiatry who went oversea
as Commanding Officer of the 38th General Hospital and Dr. John H. Gibbon,
J r., who is now Professor of Surgery and Director of Surgical Research.
Dr. Jesse O. Arnold, Class of 1896 spoke for the men who had been in
practice for fifty years or more; these were presented with honorary certificates
and lapel buttons bearing the seal of Jefferson. Among those were Dr. John B.
Carrell, M.D., '76 (70 years) ; Dr. Andrew B. Harbison, '78 (68 years) ; Dr.
Martin E. Griffith, '85 (61 years); Dr. James R. Care, '86 (60 years), and
Dr. J. Elmer Porter, '86 (60 years).
The services of Mr. Joseph]. Wilson, College Librarian for the past twenty-
five years were recognized by the Alumni in the gift of a table, bearing a plate
inscribed with his name, which is placed in the Library.
We hope that the members of the Alumni Association will cooperate in
furnishing us with their latest addresses. So many of the men who have returned
from the services have moved to new localities. We are most anxious that they
all receive their mail; to accomplish this it is necessary that all new addresses be
sent to the Alumni Office with the date of discharge and rank held at that time.
It will be very helpful if every Alumnus knowing anyone who has made such a
change, will suggest to him that he send us his new address. All information
regarding this change will be greatly appreciated.
FACTS Co TCERNING MEMBERS OF GRADUATI G CLASS
.111arch 27, J 946
STUDENT NAME OF RELATIVE SCHOOL CLASS
Harold Harr Alderfer Brother: Henry H. Alderfer, M.D Jefferson Medical College .. 1943
Edward Blake Babcock Grandfather: J. A. Lethiecq, M.D Jefferson Medical College .. 1894
Homer Wilson Boysen Fathrr: Theodore Boysen, M.D Jefferson Medical College . . 1905
Brother: Theophilus Henry Boysen, II I Jefferson Medical College .. 1940
\Villiam S. Carter, Jr.... . -Father: \Vm. Stanley Carter, M.D Jefferson Medical College .. 1909
Abraham Lincoln Cohen . . Father: Frank I. Cohen, M.D Jefferson Medical College . . 1910
John Paul Decker "Father: Frank Albert Decker, M.D University of Ohio School of
Medicine 1919
Joseph Murray Dolphin .. Father: Joseph Francis Dolphin, M.D.. Jefferson Medical College .. 1915
Pau l James Dowdell. .... Brother: Wm. F. Dowdell, M.D...... Jefferson Medical College .. 1944
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Camille Thomas Flotte Father: C. J. Flotte, M.D University of Penn sylvan ia
School of Medicine 1919
Joseph Peter Gadomski .. . Brother: Casimir F. Gadomski, M.D Jefferson Medical College .. 1933
Edwin St. J. Greble, III.. Uncl e: William L. Estes, j r., M.D Johns Hopkins Unive rsity
School of Medicine 1909
John Richard Griffith .... Father: Martin E. Griffith, M.D Jefferson Medical College .. 1885
Brother: J. C. Griffith, M.D Jefferson Medical College .. 1927
Brother: Jesse B. Griffith, M.D Harvard Medical School. .. 1919
Robert Austin Grugan Brother: Hartford E. Grugan, M.D Jefferson Medical College . . 1943
Robert William Haines -Father: Wm. Henry ,H aines, M.D Jefferson Medical College . . 1912
Charles Edmund Hannan. -Father: Charles E. Hannan, M.D Jefferson Medical College .. 1892
Daniel Smith Harrop, Jr.. -Father: Daniel S. Harrop, M.D Georgetown University
School of Medicine .... .. 1912
Brother: Joseph K. Harrop, M.D Hahnemann Medical College 19~1
John Milton Keller Father : Frederick E. Keller, M.D Jefferson Medical College . . 1917
Charles Arthur Knowles . . Brother: Willard E. Knowles, M.D Jefferson Medical College .. 19~0
Sidney Koretsky Brother: Leo Koretsky, M.D Jefferson Medical College.. 1933
Robert Reed Lacock Father: Lester Earle Lacock, M.D Jefferson Medical College . . 1907
Frederic C. Lechner, Jr Father: Frederic C. Lechner, M.D Jefferson Medical College .. 1919
Gamewel1 A. Lemmon, Jr. Uncle: Wm. T. Lemmon, M.D Jefferson Medical Col1ege.. 1921
John Paul Luhr Father: Alfred Francis Luhr, M.D Jefferson Medical College . . 1905
Forrest E. Lumpkin, Jr -Grand/atlur: J. W. Park. M.D Louisvil1e Medical College . . 1876
Cousin: J. W. Park, III, M.D Southwestern Medical
Foundation 1944-
Joseph Lionel Melnick .. .. Father: Theodore M.lnick. M.D Medico Chirurgical College . 1915
William O. Muehlhauser . Uncle: Norman H. Rahn, M.D Jefferson Medical Col1ege. . 1901
J ames Michael O'Leary Brother: Thomas F. O'Leary, M.D Jefferson Medical College . . 1931
~rank Cameron Palmer -Fatlur: Robert Moffat Palmer, M.D Jefferson Medical College .. 1913
-Grand/ather: L. H. Mayer, Sr., M.D.. Jefferson Medical College .. 1887
Uncle: L. H. Mayer, Jr., M.D Jefferson Medical College . . 1913
Uncle : W. Frederick Mayer, M.D Johns Hopkins University
School of Medicine 1917
Benjamin S. Perkins Father: John D. Perkins, M.D University of Penns ylvania
School of Medicine 1916
George Kanter Reberdy.. Father: George Joseph Reberdy, M.D... Wayne University College of
Medicine 1910
Samuel Dunham Rowley. Father: John Carter Rowley, M.D Harvard Medical School 1906
Richard George Saleeby . . Uncle: Eli R. Saleeby, M.D Jefferson Medical College . . 1922
Robert Eugene Sass Father: Franklin E. Sass, M.D Jefferson Medical College .. 1910
Norman MeL. Scott, Jr Father: Col. Norman M. Scott, M.D Tufts College Medical
School 1911
Bernard Dodd Sherer .... Great-grand/ather: John F. Yost, M.D.. Jefferson Medical College .. 1ll62
Richard Tatum Shugart . . Uncle : Roy C. Tatum, M.D Jefferson Medical Col1ege. . 1919
David Goodman Simons .. Father: Samuel Shirk Simons, M.D Jefferson Medical College . . 1923
-Uncle: John S. Simons, M.D Jefferson Medical College .. 1923
-Uncle: Isaac S. Simons, M.D University of Pennsylvania
School of Medicine 1915
Earl Kepner Sipes Father: Dwight R. Sipes, M.D Electic Medical Coliege 1922
Robert Joseph Sullivan Brother: F. "J. Sullivan, Jr., M.D Jefferson Medical College .. 1939
Frederick Urbach Father: Erich Urbach, M.D University of Vienna School
of Medicine 1920
Mother: Josepha Urbach, M.D University of Vienna School
of Medicine 1921
Brother: John Urbach University of Pennsylvania
School of Medicine 19~7
Duncan D. Walker, Jr Father: Duncan Devane Walker, M.D. . Jefferson Medical College . . 1912
Richard A. Worsham Grand/ather: Gaston Armstrong, M.D.. Jefferson Medical College .. 1870
-Deceased
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THE NEW DEPARTl\IENT OF OBSTETRICS AN D GY N ECOLOGY
The Board of T rustees, in announcing the retirement of D r. [orris W .
Vaux as Professor of Obstetrics with th e close of the curre nt school year in March,
stated that the Department of G ynecolog y and th e D epartmen t of O bstetrics
would be combined to become the D epa rt ment of Obstet rics and Gynecology.
Dr. Vaux, who succeeded Professor P. Brooke Bland in 1937, was elected Emer-
itus Professor of Obstetrics and Consulting Obstet rician and Gynecologist to the
Jefferson Hospital.
Doctor Lewi s C. Schefle y, Professor of Gynecology since 1940, was named
Head of the Department, Professor of Obstet rics and Gynecology, and Director
of the Divi sion of G ynecology.
Doctor Thaddeus L. Montgomery, chosen to replace D r. Vaux, was ap-
pointed Professor of Obstetrics and G ynecology , and Director of the Division of
Obstetrics, with professorial rank equal to Dr. Schefiey's.
Doctor Montgomery returns to jefferson with an enviabl e record. In 1940,
when Clinical Professor of Obstetrics at jefferson, he was called to Temple
University Medical School as Professor of Obstet rics and Gynecology, and H ead
of the Department. He leaves this position with a splendid story of accomp lish-
ment during his tenure of office there. Born in Macon , Illinois, he is a nephew
of the late Professor E. E. Montgomery, Professor of Gynecology at j efferson
from 1898 to 1921. Dr. Montgomery received an A.B. degree at the U niversity
of Illinois in 1917 , and graduated from Jeffe rson Medical College in 1920. Fol-
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lowing a two-year internship at Jefferson Hospital, he was appointed Clinical
Assistant in Surgery and Assistant Demonstrator of Anatomy in the hospital and
college, serving from 1922 to 1925. He then began his service in the Department
of Obstetrics advancing through the grades in sequence from Assistant Demon-
strator to Clinical Professor, attaining the latter rank in 1937. For a number
of years he was personal assistant, not only to the late Dr. E. E. Montgomery,
but to the late Dr. P. Brooke Bland, Professor of Obstetrics at J~fferson from
1925 to 1937.
In addition to his present position, Dr. Montgomery is also Attending Ob-
stetrician and Gynecologist to the Philadelphia General Hospital, Consulting
Obstetrician and Gynecologist to the Beebe Hospital, Lewes, Delaware, and
Consulting Gynecologist to the Vineland Training School, Vineland, N. J. He
is a co-author, with the late Dr. Bland, of a "Text Book of Practical Obstetrics,"
published by F. A. Davis Co., and has contributed widely to the literature of ob-
stetrics and gynecology. His work on the pathology of the placenta is outstanding.
Dr. Montgomery is a member of the following societies and organizations:
American Medical Association, Medical Society of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia
County Medical Society (Member, Board of Directors), Obstetrical Society of
Philadelphia (President, 1941-42), American Gynecological Society, American
Association of Obstetricians, Gynecologists and Abdominal Surgeons, Diplomate
of American Board of Obstetrics and Gynecology, American College of Surgeons,
College of Physicians of Philadelphia, and of the Gynecological and Obstetrical
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Travel Club of North Ame rica. He is a found er and char ter member of the
jefferson Society for Clinical In vestigation. H e holds membership in Alpha
Omega Alpha, Zeta Psi , and Nu Sigma Nu fraternities; also in the A rt Alliance
of Philadelphia, and the Philadelphia Country Club.
/' While Dr. Montgomer y's majo r responsibility at j efferson will be the devel-
opment and conduct of the Division of Obstetrics, he will in no wise restrict his
endeavors to this field but will continue gynecological pract ice, and participate
in the activities of the Di vision of G ynecolog y in cooperation with Dr. Scheffey.
The unification of the two departments has been accompl ished, in the belief
that the move will promote and integrate to decided adva ntage the teaching
and practice of these allied branches at jefferson. The train ing of younger sta ff
members, residents and internes, especiall y with respect to their eligibility for
certification by the American Board of Obstet rics and Gynecology, will be greatly
enhanced by utilizing the present and proposed faciliti es of the new department
to the mutual benefit of all concern ed.
In this respect , and for the time-being at least , the present sta ffs function in
the college, hospital and out-patient department" as the "Division of Obstetrics"
and th e "Division of G ynecology" respecti vely. A weekly sta ff meeting of the
Department of Obstetrics and G ynecolo gy is held in the clinica l amphitheatre
each Saturday morning, 8 :30 to 10 :30 A. .M. , when the activities of each division
are discussed and commented upon. One meeting each month is devoted to a
stat istical review of th e out-patient, ward and privat e services of the department.
Four residencies are being maintained, the residents rotating in sequence
from (1 and 2 ) pri vate obstetrics and gynecology to (3 and 4 ) ward obstetrics
and gynecology-each for intervals of nin e months over a total th ree-year period.
It is hoped to pro vide fellowships for advanced work for promising individuals
beyond this time , as the depa rtment cont inues to expand ma terially.
The combining of the departments has necessit at ed an over-a ll change in
the plan of study previoilsly existing when the.departments were separate.
In the junior year, the lectu res, clini cs and demonstrat ions are largely ob-
stet rical during the first two trimeste rs, with maj or emphasis on gynecology
during the third trimester. Alterati ons have been made in the maternity section
of the hospital , designed to improve the teachin g facilities in the Divi sion of
Obstetrics, for students are now domicil ed in the hospital in staggered groups
throughout the junior year for their clerkships and pa rti cipation in deliveries
un'der the supervision of their teachers.
In the Senior year, the Division of Obstetrics and the D ivision of Gynecology
function simultaneously, as in the past , but the weekl y clinic formerly held in
obstetrics is now known as the "Obstet rical and Gynecolog ical Confe rence," and
this is participated in by other departments of the college and hospital when
pertinent and related subjects are discussed. Weekly aftern oon inst ruct ion periods
in: (1) endocrinology, fertility and ster ility; (2) obstetrical and gynecological
pathology; (3) special subjects closely alli ed with obstet rics and gynecology;-
have been arranged for groups of one-third of the class throughout the Senior
year. Out-patient work in the Senior year continues as in the past but increased
facilities for clinical obstetrics are being provided. The gynecologica l cler kship
and out-patient instruction in the Senior year, together with the weekly clinical
conference in the clinical amphitheatre, is being continued as before.
It is recognized that the new departure in obstet rical and gynecologica l in-
st ruct ion at jefferson is in some respect s a new venture, but the re is every reason
to believe that the department as now constituted will enhance the prest ige of
jefferson and its graduates in this particular field.
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DR. A. J. ORENSTEIN, '05, C.B., C.M.G., C.B.E., LL.D., M.D., M.R.C.P.
Chief Medical Office r
Dr. A. J. Orenstein ha s had ma ny unu sual an d interesting experiences during his
yea rs of military serv ice about which he has w r itten us. W e a re sure the members of his
cla ss and the other Alumni will enjoy read ing the following extracts from some of his letters,
thu s learning of th e many honors confe r red upon him .
" I nd ucted as Director G ener al of M edi cal Ser vi ces, Union Defense Forces, in 1939.
Director of Medical Services, ( Briga dier) in th e Eas t Afr ica-Somalil and-Abyssinia Cam-
paign, 1940-1941. Mentioned in di spatches. Award ed Com mander of the Order of the
British Empire.
"P roceeded in same post w ith the South Af rica n tr oops to Egy pt-Lybia. Awarded
Companion of the Order of the Bath.
"Return ed to South Africa . Resumed post of D irector Ge neral of M edical Services, in
19+3. Promoted Major G eneral, 1945.
" In the 1914-1918 War I served with the U nion ( i.e, South Af rican ) Forces in various
ca pacit ies, ultimately as Director of Medical Ser vi ces, and was awa rded Companion of St.
Mi cha el and St. George.
"T he various initials about which you inquire are:
"M. D. and LL.D. you know.
" M .R.C.P.- Me mber of the Royal College of Ph ysicians.
" C.B.-Companion of the Bath.
"C.M .G.- Companion of St. Mi cha el and St. Geo rge.
"C.B.E.- Comma nder of the Order of the British Empire.
"T he three crosses are hun g fr om above down ward in th e or de r given in the preceding
paragraph.
"T he cross on the extreme left of th e medal s is a Belgian aw a rd-Knigh t of the Crown."
THE JEFFERSON MEDI CAL COLLEGE
On July 19, 1946, Dr. Frank Frantz will celebr ate his IOOth Birthday.
Dr. Frantz is the oldest liv ing Jefferson graduate. I t has been twenty-five years
since he practiced his profession, but he likes to recall " those horse and buggy
days" , when he was a young physician. He was born July 19, 1846 at Wabank
near Millersville, a son of Jacob M. and Anna Frantz. His ea rly educa t ion was
obtained in the Manor Township Public School and the Millersville orrnal .
School. On March 12, 1869 he graduated with 125 other young men from J ef-
ferson . During the height of his practice he owned four horses in orde r to be
able to make emergency calls. Some days he drove as man y as fort y miles on his
rounds: He recalls two epidemics of the dreaded spinal meningitis. About a
dozen of his patients contracted the disease but he did not lose any. Dr. Frantz
has had many other interesting experiences during his active years of pract ice.
It is with the greatest pleasure that we congratulate him and hope fo r his good
health and happiness.
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DR. JOHN P. CARRELL
On February 22, 1946, Dr. John P. Carrell, M.D., was presented with a Good Citizenship
Medal from the Sons of the American Revolution at the Bellevue-Stratford du ring a luncheon.
Dr. Carrell , who is ninety-five years old , graduated from Jefferson Medical Co lleg e in 1876.
The Alumni Association had the pleasure of presenting Dr. Carrell with a ce rtificate on his
seventieth Anniversary of his graduation from the College at the Alumni Dinner, March 26,
1946. During this dinner the plan was consummated in giving a certificate and a gold lap el button
bearing the seal of Jefferson to every graduate of fifty years or more of practice .
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DR. ABRAHAM CANTAROW
On July I, 1945 Abraham Cantarow was appointed Professo~ of Biochemistry . Dr. Cantarow
was the first resident in Chemistry at Jefferson, a post which he took following his gradua tion .
He served his internship at the Hospital, after which he became Assistant Demonstrator of
Medicine and Research Fellow in the Department of Diseases of the Chest. He was made As-
sociate Professor of Medicine in 1939. He is the author of several books on biochemical subjects,
and has colla borated in the preparation of many articles in the biochemical field .
He is a member of the American Physiological Society, the American Med ica l Association,
the American Association for the Advancement of Science and many other organizat ions.
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DR. JOHN H. GIBBON, JR.
Dr. Gibbon, a native of this city was graduated from P rinceton in 1923 and
from Jefferson in 1927. He interned at Pennsylvania H ospit al. He was a Re-
search Fellow at Harvard Medical School in 1930, and aga in in 1934 and 1935.
He was the George Leib H arrison Fell ow in Su rgical Research at the University
of Pennsylvania from 1936 to 194 I. H e is a member of the Ph iladelph ia County
Medical Society, the Pennsylvania State M edical Associat ion, the American
Medical Association , the American Associati on for Thoracic Surgery, the Society
of Clinical Surgery, the Philadelphia Ph ysiological Society, the Eas tern Surgery
Society , the Laennec Society of Philadelphia, th e College of Physicians of P hila-
delphia, the Philadelphia Academy of Surgery, and the American Surgical Associ-
ation, of which he is the Recorder. In 1940 he was commissioned Major in the
Army Medical Corps. After 32 months in the South and Southwest Pacific J
theaters with the Pennsylvania Hospital U nit, du ring whi ch he became Lieutenant .~
Colonel , he returned home in O ctober, 1944. H e was chief of the surgical serv ice""""'-
at the Mayo General Hospital , Galesburg, Illinois, f rom January, 1945 until
No vember, 1945, when he returned to Philadelphia. He was appointed Assistant
Professor of Surgery at the U niversity of Pennsylvania School of M edicine in
December, 1945. On January I , 1946, he was appoint ed P rofessor of Surgery
and Director of Surgical Research at Jefferson Medical College.
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DR. J. PARSONS SCHAEFFER
Dr. J. Parsons Schaeffer , Professor of Anatomy and Director of The Daniel
Baugh Institute of Anatomy of The Jefferson Medical College , was awarded a
gold medal and a scroll by The Philadelphia County Medical Society, in "rec-
ognit ion of his long and distinguished career as a teacher, author and scientist
in the field of Anatomy, and his sincere and untiring devotion and constructive
efforts to safeguard high standards of medical research."
The award was founded in 1923 by Dr. I. P . Strittmatter, '81 , former
Preside nt of the Philadelphia Medical Society "to foster high ideals and distin-
guished service redounding to the credit of the medical profession in the interest
of human ity."
T he presentation was made by Dr. Warren B. Davis, Clinical Professor of
Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery at Jefferson Medical College.
GENERAL ALUMNI NEWS
DR. CoNRAD E. ALBRECHT '32
After forty-fou r months of service in Alaska, was discharged with the com-
mission of L ieutenant Colonel in command of a five-hundred bed Station Hos-
pita l at Fort Richards, Alaska. H e has been appointed by Governor Greening,
as Commissioner of Health for all the territory of Alaska, and is now in Juneau,
Alaska.
DR. WILLIAM H. ZIEGLER
Dr: William H . Ziegler, Class of 1880, who was born April 4, 1855 has
been a member of the Board of Education since 1881. We are glad that Dr.
Ziegler is enjoying good health and is still active in his profession.
C APTAI N LEONARD MCGEE
The • azareth Hospital has dedicated its newly formed Blood Bank to
Leonard McGee, Class of 1943, AUS. , who was killed in action in Germany
on March 24, 1945, while serving as battalion surgeon of the 194th Glider In-
fantry, 17th Airborne Division.
Ca ptain McGee went overseas in August, 1944, and took part in campaigns
in Holland , Belgium, France, Luxemburg and Germany. He was transferred to
the 194th from the 193rd Infantry Glider Division. He was promoted to Cap-
tain, on the battlefield, by General Eisenhower. He was awarded the Purple
Hea rt, with four Oak Leaf Clusters.
DR. MARIO A. CASTALLO
Dr. Mario A. Castallo, Class of 1929, Obstetrician and Gynecologist has
been given the honorary degree of Doctor of Science by Holy Cross College.
Francis Bra celand , M.D., Class of 1930 has been appointed head of the
newly formed Department of Psychiatry at the Mayo Clinic, and Professor .of
Psychiat ry at the U niversity of ·M innesota.
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THE JOSEPH J. WILSON TABLE
PRESENTED BY
THE JEFFERSON MEDICAL COLLEGE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
IN COMMEMORATION O F
TWENTY-FIVE YEARS AS LIBRARIAN AND FRIEND
MARCH 26, 1946
The inscription that app ,ars on th« silv u plat , on th«
tabl e " Presented to Mr. W ilson, Ma y 26, u)46 by the
Alumni A ssociation 0/ tlu l efferson M edi cal Collea r:"
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10: 00 AM.
10:15 AM.
10:3 0 AM.
10:45 AM.
II :00 AM.
11:15 AM.
11:30 AM.
11:45 AM.
.
12 :00 Noon
12:1 5 P. M.
12:30 P. M.
12:45 P. M.
THE JEFFERSON MEDICAL COLLEGE
ALUNI TI DAY CLINICS
MARCH 26, 1946
CLI . ' ICA L Ai\'I'HITHEATRE, 9 :45 A. M.
Louis H. Cl erf, M.D., '12
"Bronchogenic Carcinoma."
Thomas A Shallow, M.D., '11
"Cyst Adenoma involving the Body and Tail of the Pancreas-
Successful Resection."
Abraham Cantarow, M.D., '24
"Studies in Experimental Carcinogenesis."
Hobart A Reimann, M.D.
"Antibiotic Therapy."
Baldwin L. Keyes, M.D. , '17
"Post War Neurosis."
G arfield G . Duncan, M.D.
"Amebiasis."
Paul C. Swenson, M.D.
"Some Remarks on the Use of Pelviography."
Lewis C. Schefiey, M.D. , '20
"Modern Concepts in the Diagnosis and Treatment of Fundal
Carcinoma."
Burgess L. Gordon, M .D., ' 19
" Experiences in Living in a Hot Climate."
Rudolph Jaeger , M .D.
"The Modern Surgical Treatment of Brain Tumor."
John H. Gibbon, Jr. , M.D., '27
"The Plastic Closure of Decubitus U lcers."
Harold W. Jones, M.D. , ' 17
"Remarks on Liver -Spleen Disease."
E x- I NT ERN ES' AND CLASS REUNION CLINICS
MARCH 25, 1946
CLI~ ICA L Ai\lPHITH EATRE , 9 :45 A M.
10:00 A M. James Webster, M.D. , '44
"T he Value of a Routine G ynecological Examination."
10 :10 A M. Frederick 13. Wagner, M.D., '41
"Aortography in Abdominal Diagnosis."
10:20 A M . T. H. Boyson , M. D., '40
"A Review of Thrombosis."
10":30 A M. Ali son Price, M .D., '38
"Meningitis."
10 :40 A M. John J. O 'Keefe, M.D., '37
"Paralysis of the Larynx."
10:50 A M. Hayward R. Hamrick, M.D. , '35
"Hospital Administration."
11:00 A M. Charles W. Semisch, M .D., '33
"Treatment of Acute Left Ventricular Failure."
II :10 A M. J ohn ] . Cheleden, M.D. , '32
"The In continent Anal Sphincter."
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11 :20 A. M. Nathan S. Schlezinger, M.D. , '32
"Neurological Sequelae of Kerni cte rus Assoc iated with Rh.
Factor Incompatibility."
11 :30 A. M. Kenneth E. Fry, M .D. , '3 1
" Pylephlebi t is w ith Report of a Recovery."
11 :40 A. M. Joseph Waldman, M .D., '3 1
"Glaucoma in General P ractice."
11 :50 A. M. Theodore R. Fetter, M.D., '26
"Managem ent of Early an d L at e Carcinoma of the Prostate."
12 :00 Noon John T. Ead s, M.D. , '26
"T he Present Status of Modern T reatment of Peptic Ulcers."
12:10 P. M. John B. Montgomery, M.D., '26
" M anage me n t of the Menopau se."
12:20 P. M . Edward \Veiss, M.D. , ' 17
" Psy chosoma t ic Aspect of Cardiovascu lar Disease."
12 :30 P. M. ]. Allen Bertolet , M.D., ' 16
" T he Physician and The Coroner."
12 :40 P. M. O. Spurgeon E ng l ish, M.D., '24
"Treatment Suggest ions fo r Psychosomatic Problems."
LIBRARY N EWS
With th e resumpt ion of inte rest in civi lian med icin e and in researches both
at hom e and abroad , th e L ibra ry ha s al read y turned its atten tio n to fields dive r-
gent fr om mil it ary medicin e.
During a period of four years lit tl e was kn own of Europea n medica l research.
The Libra ry is now attempting to fill this ga p by securing mat erials wh ich were
inprocurabl c du ring a period of w a r, am on g whic h incl ude lith og raphed copies
of Beil st ein 's Han db uch der Organischcn Chem ic, Bioclu mischcs llarullcxilron
and J-Iandbucli dcr E xp crim entallcn Pharmnkol ogic, I n addition , foreign-
language journal s which cease d being rece ived by th e L ibrary during the war
period are reappearing, the first of wh ich to a rrive being all of the war-time
issue s of Archives l ut crnationalcs de Ph armacodynam ic rt de T hh-apil'.
The resumption of inte rest in civ ilian medicine in our OWl; country has
caused th e termination of some jou rn al s of a mil ita ry in terest, and in thei I' 'stead
the Library is receiving periodi cals such as O ccupational 11 1cdicin e, J ournnl of
th e History of Medicine, Ge riatrics, and Blood, the Jo urnal of Il ematology of
which Dr. L eand ro M. T ocantins ('26) is a member of th c editorial board .
In addition to new journal s, new books arc appearing in rapid succession,
and by selec t ing the best of th ese, th e L ib ra ry is mai ntai ning an up-to-date col-
lection. A number of th e new books have been w ritten by membe rs of the faculty
and alumni , among which th e Library has received copies of Dr. Bernard 1.
Alper's Clinical N eurology . Dr. J ohn T. Fa r rell , J r. 's ('22) R oentgen Diagnos'is
of D iseases of th e G astrointestinal T ract, and new edit ions of Dr. David l\I.
D avis' Uro logical N ursing, Dr. Herbert T . K ell y's ('25) Simplificd Diabeti c
1I1anage/llellt , Dr. Abrah am Can ta row's ('24) Clinical Bi ochemistry, The
Library now ha s 43 ,000 volumes.
The Lib ra ry is anxious to mainta in a complete file of not on ly books pub-
lished by th e alumni, but also a rticl es published by the alumni. Among th ose
who, during a recent period , have presen ted to th e L ib ra ry re prints of th eir pub-
licat ions incl ude D octo rs J. Bern a rd Hernst ine ('22), ~a tha n Bl umberg ('07).
G eo rge J. Boin es ('29) , L oui s H. C lerf (' 12 ) . Abraham Co hen ('25) . JOhl.l
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Librarian.
M . F lumberfel t ('37 ), A. S. Johnson, Jr. ('41), Herbert T. Kelly ('25), Frank
H. K rusen ('2 1), John E. Leach ('33) , William J. McMartin ('31) , Alison
H . Price ('38), Thomas A. Shallow (' 11), Frank Turchik ( '27 ) and Adolph
A. Walkling (' 17) .
i Ioticeable has been the frequent use of the Library by doctors discharged
from the Armed Services. Innumerable members of the alumni have used the
Library faci lit ies in orde r to review medical literature which appeared during
their absences fro m civi lian medi cine.
Robert T. Lentz, who has been serv ing in the U. S. Army, has returned
to his position as Assistant Libra rian.
The Library's interest in early J effersonian mate rial s has been stimulated
by receiving a nu mber of valua ble mementoes of men associated with the early
history of J efferson M edical Co llege . Perhaps most outs tanding of these is an
original letter wri tten in 1831 by D r. George M cClellan , found er of the College.
Also. of unusual interest are a copy of Dr. James F. Gayley's H istory of th e J ef-
ferson Medica! Co llegr of Philadelphia, which was published in 1858, together
with two less familiar photographs of Dr. Joseph Pancoast and Dr. Samuel D.
Gross ( 1828) whi ch we re included in 'a gift from Dr. Louis H. Cl erf ('1 2 ) .
To th e Library's collec tion of ea rly diplomas ha ve been added the diplomas of
Dr. Franklin J. Hahn ('95) and Dr. William W. McGuigan (1847) , and to
the Library's collec t ion of early medi cal writings have been added selections from
the libra ries of D r. ]. Fred W agn er ('04 ) , Dr. Walter N. Sedgwick ('93) and
Dr. Abraham Lincoln G arver ('93).
The continued interest of th e alumni in presenting to the Library reprints
of their publica tions, duplicate journals and mementoes pertaining to the early
history of the Co llege has been most appr eciated. Without thi s continued interest
of the alumni, perhaps th e bor rowed quotation would not be so applicable to the
Library : " It is a place wh ich wins th e admirat ion of th e young by its celebrity,
kindles the affectio ns of th e middle aged by its beauty, and rivets the fidelit y of
the old by its associa tio ns." Anon,
A p POI TT;\IENTS Ai T[) PR01\I OTIO IS
Abraham Ca ntarow, M .D., appointed P rofessor of Biochemistry.
John H . Gi bbon, Jr. , M.D. , appointed Professor of Surgery and Di rector
of Surgical Resea rch in th e D epartment of Surgery.
Robert A. M at th ews. 1'v1.D., promoted f rom As ocia te P rofessor to C linical
Professor of Psychiat ry.
Adolph A. Walkling, M.D., promoted from Assist ant Professor to Associate
Professo r of Surgery.
Heinrich Brieger, M.D. , app ointed Associate Professor of Preventive
Medic ine.
William Lemmon , 1\1.0. , promoted from Assistant Professor to Associate
P rofessor of Surgery.
Robert S. Bookhamrner, M.D. , promoted from Associate to Assistant Pro-
fessor of Psychiat ry.
Aaron Ca pper, 1\1.0. , prom ot ed fro m Associate to Assistant P rofessor of
Pediatrics.
Theodore P. Eber ha rd, lV1.D., for app ointment as Assistant Professor of
Radiology.
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Hugh G. Grady, M.D., fDr re-appointment and promotion to Assistant
Professor of Pathology.
Alison H. Price, M.D., promoted from Instructor to Assistant P rofessor
of Medicine.
George]. WiIlauer, M.D., promoted from Associate to Assistant P rofessor
of Surgery.
Grant O. Favorite, M.D., promoted from Instructor to Associate in the
Department of Bacteriology and Immunology.
William T. Hunt, M.D., appointed Associate in Ophthalmology.
William J. Snape, M.D., appointed Associate in Physiology.
Anthony F. DePalma, M.D., appointed Demonstrator of O rthopedic
Surgery.
Louis A. Kustin, M.D., promoted from In st ructor to D emonst rator of
Laryngology.
Albert Lupton, M.D., appointed Demonstrator of Pharmacology.
Sidney G. Radbill, M.D., promoted from Instructor to Demonstrator 111
Ophthalmology.
William J. Tourish, M.D., promoted from In structor to D emonstrator of
Surgery.
John F. Wilson, M.D., promoted from Instructor to Demonstrator 10
Dermatology.
Frank A. Bridgett, M.D., appointed Instructor in Ophthalmology.
Carl T. Houlihan, M.D., promoted from Assistant Demonstrator to I n-
structor in Laryngology.
Arthur S. McCollum. M.D., promoted from Assistant D emonst rat or to
Instructor in Laryngology.
Thomas M. Scotti, M.D., promoted from Assistant Demonstrator to In -
structor in Pathology.
Winslow J. Borkowski, M.D., appointed Assistant Demonst rator in Neu-
rology.
]. Robert Fox, M.D., appointed Assistant Demonstrator of Lar yngology.
Edward B. Marenus, M.D., appointed Assistant Demonstrator of Obstet rics.
Bernard J. Miller, M.D., appointed Assistant Demonstrator of Surgery.
Louis H. Palmer, M.D., appointed Assistant Demonstrator of An atomy.
Rufus E. Palmer, M.D., appointed Assistant Demonstrator of Patho logy.
Francis B. Markunas, M.D., appointed Radiologist to the D epartment of
Anatomy.
Re-instatement:
David R. Morgan, M.D.-Associate Professor of Pathology.
Kenneth E. Fry, M.D.-Assistant Professor of Surgery.
Marshall M. Lieber, M.D.-Assistant Professor of Pathology.
Joseph Waldman, M.D.-Assistant Professor of Ophthalmology.
David Naidoff, M.D.-Instructor of Ophthalmology.
George A. Porreca, M.D.-Instructor of G ynecology.
Albert W. Brown, M.D.-Assistant Demonstrator of Obstet rics.
Paul G. Ebner, M.D.-Assistant Demonstrator of Obstetrics.
Lewis C. Manges, M.D.-Assistant Demonstrator of Surgery.
E. M. Rosset, M.D.-Assistant Demonstrator of Obstetrics.
Marcel S. Sussman, M.D.-Assistant Demonstrator of Obstetrics.
Amos S. Wainer, M. D.-Assistant Demonstrator of Obstetrics.
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SAN FRANCISCO MEETING
OF THE
AMERICAN
MEDICAL ASSOCIATION
Jefferson Alumni Supper
PALACE HOTEL
French Parlor
Wednesday, July 3, 1946 at 7:00 p.m.
Plea se Make Reservations at an Eorly Dote
EDWARD MATZGER. M.D.. LOCAL CHAIRMAN
909 HYDE STREET.
SAN FRANCI SCO. CA LIFORNIA
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In February, 1940, the Al umni Associat ion of the J efferson Medical College
inaugurated the Alumni Endowed Room Fu nd for the benefit of alum ni needing
financial assistance during thei r hospitaliza tion. To date
twenty Alumni have received assistance which was made pos-
sible by the gene rosity of the Al umn i and the benefits represent
the sum of $6 ,086.42.
The Alumni Association also sponsors the Alumni Free
Nursing Fund. TIu: income from this fund is available for
the use of members who occupy the Alumni Endowed Room
when the y need special nu rsing care. F rom J une 19, 1945
to January IS , 1946, nine members of the Al umni Associ-
ation and three interested friends have contribut ed the sum
of $1 ,0 12.20. This amount brings the total in this fund to
$4 ,517.80.
Our goal is $1 0,000. \Vill you join others in provi ding
the funds necessary to care for the members of our group
who have met with misfortune. You r cont ribut ion will br ing you the great per-
sonal satisfaction of lending assistance to those in need. May we count on you
to make this investment ?
HAYWA RD R. HAM RICK , C hairman.
March 12, 1946
CONTRIBUTORS TO THE ALUM TI FREE NURSING F UND
1945-1946
Oct.
Nov.
Nov .
J an.
Jan.
June 19, 1945-Dr. Warren B. Davis, ' 10 july
(Contribution of Mr. Edwa rd
Scull )
July 2, 1945-Dr. M . Henry Speck, '20
July 2, 1945-Dr. Julius C. Speck, ' 19
July 2, 1945- Dr. Maurice Saltzman, '22
July 16, 1945-Dr. Louis H. Cler f, ' 12
July 17, 1945-Dr. J. H. Zim skind, '27
17, 1945-Dr. Warren B. Davis, ' 10
(Gift of Mr. John B. Fleming,
Employee of Hospital )
17, 1945- Dr. Warren B. Davis, ' 10
(Contribution of Dr. Burton
A.Weil, '19 )
17, 1945- D r. N. H. Koplin, '09
29, 1945- D r. Arno C. Voigt, '01
4, 1946- D r. Lewis C. Scheffey, '20
15, 1946- D r. J. Lawrence Evan, ' 10
I enclose a contribution- of $ to the Endowed Room
and Benevolence Fund to provide special nursing, etc., for occupants
of the endowed room for Jefferson graduates.
NAME .
CLASS ..
ADDRESS .
Contributions should be sent to the Alumni Office of the College.
Make checks payable to The Rosenberger M emorial Fellowship Fund,
Jefferson Medical College, 1025 \ Val nut Stre et, Philadel phia 7, Pa.
-Deductible Item for In come T ax, to the extent provided by law.
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THE ALUMNI ENDOWMENT FUND
With the continued expansion of the activities of Jefferson Medical College,
the necessity of further increase in our Alumni Endowment Fund becomes more
and more apparent. Throughout the war years there has been a substantial in-
crease within the number of contributors and in the amounts subscribed, and this
has been a gratifying experience. But we cannot rest upon this effort. More and
more the Alumni must realize that continued support of the Endowment Fund
is necessary to provide the life blood so vital to the continued development and
prestige of our Alma Mater.
The statement below will show in detail how principal and income have
climbed since the early days of the "DaCosta Memorial Fund" campaign. Too
much credit cannot be given to the continuing support of each graduating class
since 1926 through the plan of promissory note signing. In addition to this source
of income there has been the constant response of earlier graduates, not only with
respect to their annual pledges, but through additional and substantial contribu-
tions. For all this support we are duly grateful and appreciative.
Many Alumni also realize the advantage of such gifts as far as their income
tax is concerned because of the deductions allowed. For instance, a gift of $1,000,
based on an individual income of $10,000, actually costs the donor $630. It is
worthwhile to take advantage of this privilege especially when so much good
comes of it.
Contributed to College and Hospital Campaign Fund, April 16, 1930 $100,000.00
Contributed to the Research Building Fund, August 2, 1940 125,000.00
Transferred to the Permanent Alumni Endowment Fund, November 11, 1939.... 80,088.20
Balance of the Alumni Endowment Fund, February 15, 1946 $43,886.14
Alumni contributions and interest, February 15, 1945 to March 31, 1946 14,643.93
TOTAL-March 31, 1946 $58,530.07
(Alumni contributions and interest from January 1, 1945 to January 1, 1946 amounted
to $1l,024.93, an increase of $2,387.81 over the amount received during the same period of
the preceding year.)
I enclose a contribution of $ .
Alumni Endowment Fund .
Name _ .
Class .
Address ..
Contributions (deductible for Income Tax purposes) should be sent
to the Alumni Office of the College. Make checks payable to the respective
Fund, Jefferson Medical College, Philadelphia 7, Pennsylvania.
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THE ROSENBERGER MEMORIAL FELLOWSHIP FUND
The following list of Alumni and friends of jefferson have contributed a
total of $2,415.00 to the Rosenberger Memorial Fellowship Fund. We are sure
that every class and most of the members of these classes will want to join with
the others who have supported this fund.
1894 1914 1931
Dr. Samuel G . Coons Dr. Roy Deck Dr. Isadore Zugerman
1895 1916 1932
Dr. John A. Lawson Dr. Walter A. Bacon Dr. Paul Klempner
1896 Dr. Henry B. Boley Dr. Vincent O. Lesh
Dr. Maurice J. Karpeles Dr. Walter L Lynn 1935
1901 Dr. Ned D. Miller Dr. Joseph S. Mansker
Dr. Arno C. Voigt 1917 1937
1902 Dr. William H. Hauck Mrs. A. Herman Koplin in
Dr. Isidore W. Held Dr. Wm. Harvey Perkins memory of her husband,
Dr. Percy Starr Pelouze Dr. Adolph A. Walkling Major Koplin, MC, AUS.
1903 Dr. Nathaniel Zvaifler 1938
Dr. David M. Bell 1918 Dr. Victor P. Satinsky
1904 Dr. Jeraro Barreras Dr. Samuel H. Sklofl
Dr. J. Frederick Wagner Dr. Paul B. Reisinger 1939
1905 Dr. Paul B. Reisinger in rnem- Dr. Robert E. Lee
Dr. Alfred F. Luhr ory of Dr. James C. Har- Dr. Lewis Lehrer
Dr. Alexander J. Orenstein mon '18 1940
1908 1920 Dr. Joseph E. Malia
Dr. Harold L. Foss Dr. Louis F. Burkley 1941
Dr. Frank M. Phifer Dr. George I. Israel Dr. George H. Taft
1909 Dr. Martin J. Sokoloff 1943
Dr. Gibbs Biscoe 1922 Dr. Adolph A. Friedman
Dr. Nathan H. Koplin D EJ' R SIb Dr. Paul A. Kearney
Major Gen. George F. Lull Dr. MI .. aSeelt
y 1944 (Jan.)
1910 r. aurrce a zman Dr. Robert L. Breckenridge
Dr. Warren B. Davis 1926 1946
Dr. Samuel Rice Dr. Leandro M. Tocantins Contribution from the Class
1912 1927 Friends
Dr. Louis H. Clerf Dr. Arthur A. Fischl Miss Belle Rosenberger
Dr. Quinones E. Matta Dr. Louis H. Sweterlitsch Dr. Edward F. Corson
Contributions should be sent to the Alumni Office of the College. Make
checks payable to The Rosenberger Memorial Fellowship Fund, jefferson Medical
College, 1025 Walnut Street, Philadelphia 7, Pa.
Deductible Item for Income Tax, to the extent provided by law.
JEFFERSON MEN WHO DIED IN WORLD WAR II
1904- CoNDON C. MCCoRNACK, Brig. Gen., M. C., A U..S., Eugene, Ore.
Died Nooember 5, 1944-
1912 - ALBERT j. BERTRAM, Comm., U. S. N. R., Miami, Florida
Died November 4, 19-14
1914- MALCOLM L. PRATT, Lt. Comm., U. S. N., Bellefontaine, Ohio
Died August 14. 1941
1916-ARTHVR LAROE, Capt., M. R. C. , U. S. A, Westfield, .].
Killed July 21, 1942 in plane accident in Latin A merlcan area
1921 - FORSTER L. DENNIS, Major, M. c., A U. S., Stockton, Kansas
Died June 26, 1944-
1922 - WALTER L. TATUM, Lt. Col., M. C., AU. S.
Died in Germany 01 He morrhaqr, August I. 1945
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1925 - CLAYTON C. E. CARSON, Capt., IH. C; A U. S., Gassaway, W . Va.
Died February 14, 19#
1927 - PETER A CALl.AHAN, Lt. , M . c., A U. S., Hamburg, Pa.
Died May 22, 1945
1934 - SA:\WEL S. GIDDl NG, Lt. (jg), U . S.. 1 . R. , Wildwood , N. ].
Dird :lugust 12, 1941
1935 - THOM AS A. M ARTIN , Capr., M. C, A U. S., Providence, R. I.
Dl rd rl uaust 4, 19P
1935 - j orrx S. \VILl.IA:\IS, Capt. , M. c., A U. S., Ridgway, Pa .
Killed i ll Franrr /l uaust 14, 19#
1936- H ARRY P. SI."CLEY, Capt. , M. c, A- U. S., Ventnor, 1 1 . ] .
Killed in invasion 01 France June 6, 1944
1937 - ] AI',IES P. CITTA, Maj ., M. c, A U. S., Toms River, N. ].
Killed in air crash May IS, 1943
1937 - ABRAH AM H . KOPLIN , Maj .. M. C; A U. S., Trenton, N. ].
D il'd January 2J, 19#
1937 - CHARLES B. KORNS, Lt. , M . c., A U. S., Derry, Pa,
Died January 26, 1943
1937 - GEORGE ANDR E'''' Rr\DER, Capt. , M . C; A U. S., 1 lewton, 1 1 • C.
, D ied on Ja p ship sunk October 24, 19#
1937 - Jom, R. SIDDAl.l. , Capr., M . C, U. S. A
Kill ed May 10, 1945 on rl srrnsi on Island
1938-ARTHUR . BARRETT, Lt. ( jg), . S. N., Washington, D. C.
Died in Japonrsr Pri son Ca m p ( Ca m p Ma]o), in February; 1945
1938 - GEORGE WI LDM AN . ' , Capt., M. c., A U. S., Trenton , • . ].
Died October 7, 1943 '
1939 - GEORGE L. G REAS ER, Major, IV!. R. c., U. S. A , Altoona, Pa.
K ill ed in planr crash in En gland in June, 1944
1939 - Al.FRED LAR ENSKI, Lt., M . c, A U . S., Nanticoke, Pa,
D id
1939 - WI l.l.lAM ]. \VAGN ER, Lt. , U . S. , 1., 1 ew York, N. Y.
Killed in plane crash at Port rl rthur, T ex. September 17, 1945
1940- PAUL C. jonxsov , Lt. , M. c., A U. S., Montoursville, Pa.
Killed in plane crash
1940 - ] A"IES ]. Q UI N. ·, Capt. , M. c, A U. S., Lancaste r, Pa.
Killed in European area
1941 - WIl. l.J A:\1 V. ECKHART, Lr., ~1. c., A ". S. Marion, Ind.
Kil/ed in auto accid ent May 17, 1045
1941 - ] OlIN F. GERAHTY, Lt. , M . c., U. S. N., Lansdowne, Pa,
Killed in Philippines, June 24, 1945
1941 - KENNETH ]. M.URRAY, u., M. c., U. S. 1 1• R., Brookline, Mass.
K illed on Iwo Lima, March, 1945
1941 - H UBERT H. \V'ASHB URN , Lt., M. c., U . S. A , Beaver , Pa,
Killed in action Nooembrr II, 1943
1942 - ABBOTT KENYON BAIl.EY, U. S. N., Portsmouth, Va.
Died D ecember J, 19P
1942 - J OS EPH A F EDEROWICZ, Lt. , M. C. , U. S. , .
K il/ rd in acti on. ( Re po rted d ead ,-l ug ust 18, 1945)
1943 - RICHARD C. DI AMON , Hermanie, Pa,
Kil/I'd as Pr ison er 01 if/aI' , Drcr mb er 2J, 1945
1943 - LEO:-.iARDJ. MCG EE, Lr ., M. c., A U. S., Bristol , Pa,
K ill ed in a ction March 24, 1945
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1879 Oliver Di ehl, Capt., MC, USN (Ret.) . . Beth ayres, Pa Dec. 16, 1945
1880 John J . Board Rustburg, Va Dec. 30, 1945
1881 John P. Purman Pittsburgh , Pa Jan. 14, 1945
Henry G. Reemsnyder Ephrata, Pa May 21, 1945
1882 Luth er L. Hill Montgomery, Ala Apr. 5,1946
Abram Bern Hirsh New York , N. Y Dec. 21, 1945
Robert O. Ke vin Ph iladelphia, Pa July 30, 1945
1884 John R. Frazier Fort Worth, Texas June 11,1945
John T. Herron Jackson, Ten n Apr. 21,1945
George W . Potts Dr exel, Mo Feb. 1946
1885 David .H . Lake Syr acuse, N. Y Dec. 6, 1945
Charles S. McDougall Athens, 0 .
George D. Marsh W estfield, N. Y .
1886 Harry T . Gu ss St. Petersburg, Fla Jan. 19, 1946
Levi W. Horting Myerstow n, Pa Nov . 21,19+4
1886 Job H. Weeks Ph iladelphia, Pa Jan. 25, 1946
William P. White H enderson, Texas Jul y 3, 1945
1887 Oliver F. Kistler W ilkes-Ba rr e, Pa Nov. 28,1945
Paul Osterhout ' " San An tonio, Texas Dec. 21, 19+4
Arnold Peskind Cleveland , O Oct. 31, 19+4
1888 John W. Groff Phil ad elph ia, Pa Aug. 6, 1945
1889 Michael V. Ball. .. . . . . ..... . .. • ..... . W a rr en, Pa Ma y 26, 1945
J ohn R. E pey T rinidad, Colo Nov. 24,1945
Charles S. Ferguson Seattl e, Wash Mar. 15, 1946
Brookl yn B. Levengood Bellwood, Pa Jul y 6, 1945
David F. Manning Marshal l, Mo .
Samuel E. Ralston H a rlingen, Tex Jan. 2, 1946
1890 James B. Barth Charleroi, Pa Ma y 7, 1941
Robert H. McNair Ka n as City, Mo Dec. 9, 1945
Caleb G. McNaul. J uniata, Pa Jan. 21,1945
George H. T ibbins Beech Creek, Pa Dec. 13, 1945
John .A -.Tucker Pitt sburgh , Pa Dec. 7, 1944
1891 William Jepson Sioux City, Iowa Nov. 30, 1945
Ge orge H. Sherman K ansas City, Mo June 30, 1945
Jes se J. Shoup W ash ingt on, D. C July 21, 1945
1892 James J. Goodwin Clinton, Ma ss Dec. 29,1945
Louis Jord y York, Pa Feb. 5, 1945
Henry G. Munson Philadelphia , Pa. . Apr. 9, 1946
1893 John A. Murray _ Patton, Pa Feb. 27, 1945
Harvey F. Scholl. Prospect Park, Pa Oct. 7, 1945
1895 Rich ard E. Dickson Holyoke, Mass Ma y 9, 1945
John Gilbert York, Pa July 30, 1945
Walter S. Mu sser. T yrone, Pa Dec. 26, 1944
Robert F. O'Brien Halifax, N. S Nov. 29, 1941
Ad am V. Walter Lancaster , Pa Mar. 1,1946
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1896 Joh n K. Berk Frackville, Pa Mar. 22, 194-5
Frederick E. Bri ster Amhler, Pa Mar. 17, 194-6
\Villiam II . Newman Cla rks Summit, Pa Mar. 27, 194-6
Howard M . Shriner Philadelphia, Pa .
Charles N. W ar ner Litchfield , Conn Jan. 27, 194-6
1897 Dr. Jesse Hall All en University of Pennsylvania Apr. 15, 19..6
1897 Elarn K. Fee La wrencevil le, N. J .
1898 Henr y N. Nippl e Clinton, O .
O rris \V . Saunde rs Camden, N. J Jan. 13,194-6
Bru no L. Schuste r Los Angeles, Calif. Nov. 25, 1945
1899 W ill iam F. Hehsacker Philadelphia, Pa Apr. 24-, 194-6
Estell B. Lew is Gl en Campbell, Pa. . .
1900 Low ell H. Chamberla in Des M oine s, Iowa July 22, 1945
Sylv ester J. Goo dman Columbus, O July 5, 194-5
G eorge C. Kieffer , Col., M C, e SA Phi lad elphia, Pa Aug. 18,194-5
Thomas H. Street, Capt., MC, I;SA Alexander Cit y, Ala Oct. 24-, 194-5
Joseph R. W eth erb ee Eugene, Ore Jan. 12, 194-5
1901 \Vill iam J . Hussey Sioux Cit y, Iowa .
Wa rren J . Miller Mi ami, Fla Jan. 16, 194-6
1902 Herb er t L. Taylor Port smouth, N. H Oct. 24-,1945
1903 T homas S. Armstr ong McKe esport, Pa Oct . 3, 194-5
James H. Corwin Washington, Pa May 20, 1945
Benj ami n D. Luck Pine Bluff, Ark Jan. 23, 194-6
Millard F. Sewall. Br idgeton, N. J Oo June 4, 194-5
1904- Lee M . Goo dman j ersey Shore, Pa .
G eorge L. Hoffman Norristown, Pa Mar. 17, 194-5
Sam uel A. M uta W est Orange, N. J Mar.20,194-6
Fr anci s D. Patt erson Overbrook, Pa June 2, 194-6
Geo rge \" . Schli ndwei n Erie, Pa .
Jackson Taylor Coat esville, Pa Jan. 20, 194-6
Ernest J. T hie rman Cedar Falls, Iowa Sept. 13, 194-5
Martin D. W estl ey Cooperstown, N. Coo Mar. 28, 194-6
1905 Fra ncis A. C regg Lawrence, Mass Nov. 29,194-5
Harl ey J . H allett, Col., M C, USA,( Ret. ) Highland Park, Fla Dec. 11, 194-5
Louis B. Heim er. Philad elphia, Pa. . June 22, 194-5
Ed ward L. Morrison " Washington, D. COo Aug, 14, 194-5
Lev i A. Ruh l. Cov ingto n, O Oct. 19, 194-5
1906 Charles B. Boudwin Los Angeles, Calif.. Sept. 194-5
Johrr F. Connole Wilkes-Barre, Pa Aug. 29,194-5
Henry L. H irsch Springfield , Mass Mar. 8, 194-5
Wa lter C. Raymond John stown, Pa Feb. 13, 194-6
1907 Jo eph W. Chetwynd Ea st Liverpool, O May 2,194-5
God love G . Eckha rt. Marion, Ind Feb. 26, 194-5
S. Lloyd Fishe r Brookl yn, N. Yoo Mar. 31,194-6
Will ia m F. Seabold Elwell, Smith Isl and, Md May 3, 194-6
1908 W illi am H. Hinkel. Tamaqua, Pa Jan. 20, 194-6
Geo rge T. Ritter Williamsport, Pa .
A lf red A. Robin son Oakland, Calif Dec. 24-, 19..5
W illiam S. Stre ker Providence, R. I.. July 8,194-5
Jo seph L. Warne Pottsville, Pa Oct. 8,194-5
1909 Henr y E. Briod y Paterson, N. J Nov. 26, 194-5
\Villiam J. Colema n Newport , Ky Nov. 13, 194-5
1910 Patrick E. Keeffe Sioux Ci ty, Iowa June 8,1945
Her man F. Schrader Brow ning, Mont Aug. 23, 1945
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1911 \\' ill iam 'IV, Francis Harrignn . . , . , . , " Portland. M e .
1912 Carl F. Bassow Forr Bentonv Mont. . Jan . 5,1945
Russell S. Beam , Lumberton, N . C Jan. 9. 1946
Jay D. Minges Lt. Col. , MC. CSA Wnshington. D. C Oct . 18. 1944
Morris S. Shapiro Philadelphia. Pa Apr. 15. 1946
1913 Bona parte P. Davis Fort j ennings, O Jan. 21.1 945
T hurman B. H a as t . Mc-Arthur. O M ar. 15.1945
1914 Gilbert F. Br etz Pottsville, Pa Apr. 14,1945
Har rison M. Hawkins , . . Taft. Calif. .
Sumner 'IV. Jackson Paris. France May 3, 1945
Earl B. Stokes, Capt., MC, I ·SA East Orange, N. J Apr. 29.1945
1915 Vern W. Graham Corry. Pa Jan. 10. 1946
1916 Robert J. Flynn Scranton, Pa Sept. 28,1945
Roy H. Long Monroe, N . C. , Oct. 18. 1945
Robert P. Reg este r Upper Darby, Pa June 8, 1946
1917 William H. Smith Trenton, N. J June 1,1 945
1919 John 'IV. Clay Minersville, Pa June 5, 1946
Gordon F. \ Vest. Camden, N J July 26,1945
1920 George \'I'. Stoler Lancaster, Pa Apr. 12, 1946
1922 W nlre r 1.. Tatum, Lt. Col., MC, ACS .. Salisbury. N . C Au~. 1,1945
192 3 John S. Simons ; Marietta , Pa July 20,1945
1924 John Brinley :.:.•: .: .:: .:.:~ ~;)d~'1J~tt1."'l'1,:·)~' . \' a Apr. 21, 1945
j os e A. Davila . . .. . . .... ...•• ••.:..• .:. . .:. . fi,.'~'\nll.I\,"e:Ji·.: .
Artie B. Paul :. Po r;,t~"IHI . Ore M ay 16, 1945
1927 Pe ter A. Caliahali:.i: :i r>t(~·i ·i:'} L . . Ph;la(~ ;~~ia, ~p~ :~(.~. ~ :~ May 22,1945
1929 Edward V. l'o!a:l. " . ,e o ::.. . . •• ~ ~ ~. Pot~;~·iiie:P;: ::: ·:. ':..~: : May 15, 194-5
1934- Harold j, Shanks ; . . ;.:.:, ;i l~;~~a L;~ lft.i., a l i f. .
. .. ... .. .
1937 Robert T . Jones, Capt., MC. ArS:: :.: ~c~al:t';n: I'a Nov. 24, 1945
George A. R ader , Capt., MC, U SA Wnshington, D. Coo Oct . 24, 1944
John R. Siddall, Capt., MC, ACS Riverton, N . J May 10, 1945
1938 Arthur M . Barrett, Lt. (jg ). MC, I ·SN . Washingtnn, D. Coo Feh. 1945
1939 \V ill ia m J. Wagner, Lt., MC, I ·SNR New York. N. Y Sept. 17, 194 5
1941 William V. Eckhart, Lt., MC, AI 'S M arion. Ind May 17, 1945
John F. Geraghty, Lt ., MC, I 'SN Lansdowne, P a , June 24,1 94 5
1942 Joseph A. Federowicz, Lt. (jg ) MC, I 'SN Philadelphia, Pa .
By devious roads of ever-vnrving length
These valiant .men have reached the g at es ete rna l.
Som e hither fared h\' far -flung hattie lin es,
\ " h ile others delved' hy day and e' en through night,
Searc-hing untir ingl y for wider ku owledge ;
For new and better ways to sp eed reli ef
To sufferers wh o so ug ht their skill a nd care,
And found in this end ea vo r life's full joy.
\Ve speak of them as in the Great Beyond,
Yet thev are here. still Iiv ing through their , deed s
W h ich ~tir our hearts and hands 10 nobl er trying ;
Still sharing' in the fellowship alumnal ;
Throughout our homeland and in land, afar,
To ever stand united as th ey stood
In loyalty to lustrous Jefferson.
\VARRE~ B. DA\'IS
May 9, 1946
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\VE ARE MOST INTERESTED IN \ V H AT You A RE D OING
I ~ FOR ;\f ATION TEEDE r> :
W e are anxious to keep our files up to date. If you have not answered the
following questions, won't you do so now and return them to the Alumni Office?
In order that you get your mail promptl y, it is necessary for us to have your
latest address. If you are in the service, it is most important for us to know your
branch of service and rank. Perhaps there is some other information that you
would like us to have, or you may want to add some news of a fellow alumnus.
We will appreciate your co-operation.
............. ... ..................... ...... .................... ................................. (Date)
( , Tame) _ .
I. ADDRESS:
2. CLASS: •
:.::: ....::.::. ::.::.:: ..::
3. DATE A. 0 PLACi:::"t?-F•B'iinsH:: : .. : '.:
... . ... . .. .'. : :. ".: .., "'...~ ::
4. POST-GRAri L:A:ri~. ;wk~~J.\ J .. :.: ···••••:::.L: g·:~
5. U. IDER ,1 0R ~'vlAL 'U(J:"i!Io1l't:it~~S , :ARE YOU t: GE:\fERAL
PRA CTICE? IF :\fOT, WH'AT:I~S:YoUR SPECIALTY?
6. ARE YO U AFFILIATED WITH A:\fY HOSPITALS OR TEACH-
I. IG IN STITUTIONS?
7. WH AT TEACHI:\fG POSITIONS HAVE YOU HELD?
8. ARE 'YO U L ; TH E SERVICE OF THE U:\fITED STATES? IF
SO, G IVE RA , IK, BRA . CH OF SERVICE, AND ~nLITARY
CIT AT IO NS :
9. M EDICAL SOCIETIES AND OFFICES HELD:
10. CO:\fT RIBU T IO :\fS TO MEDICAL OR SCIENTIFIC LITERA-
T URE:
I I. CO:\fT RIB ' T IO . S TO GE, IERAL LITERATURE:
12. I. VE:\fTIO! IS OR DISCOVERIES:
M AY W E HAV E A:\fY ADDITIO='1AL INFORMATION THAT
WOU LD BE O F I. ' TEREST 1='1 A BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH?
